
STORIE ITALIANE - VOL. 1
ITALIAN STORIES –VOL.1
Read, travel and dream Italian with five entertaining 
stories that take place in five different Italian cities.
Discover or rediscover popular sites like the Trevi foun-
tain in Rome, and engage little ones with stories that will
transport them to fascinating places. Every story is writ-
ten in Italian and fully translated into English for easy
comprehension. Softcover, 8"x10", 42 pages.
LBP2358…...................................................Book, $14.95

STORIE ITALIANE-VOL. 2 - 
ITALIAN STORIES-VOL.2
Experience everyday life and traditions of Italy with 
five fun stories. Stroll in the grandiose Royal Palace of
Caserta, stargaze next to Pisas leaning tower, experience
the excitement of Sienas Palio, get a glimpse of the
Opera in Milan, and relive medieval traditions in pictur-
esque Assisi. Each story is written in Italian and English
for easy comprehension. Softcover, 8"x10", 32 pages.
LBP2389…..................................................Book, $14.95
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AL CIRCO!    
Children learn their first words 
in Italian by following a story 
set around the theme of a 
circus and by playing numer-
ous games, singingsongs and
listening to poems. They start
by learning how to say their
name and greeting others and
gradually learn specific words
for animals, numbers, colors,
food, clothes, the body and
nature. Softcover, 8"x11-1/2",
80 pages. 
EDL6775.......Book/Audio CD

$19.95                    
Sale Price, $15.95

PICCOLO E FORTE! A
Piccolo e forte! A is ideal
for children aged 4-6 who
are introduced to Italian
for the first time mainly
through an oral approach
to the language. The
course contains illustrated
comic-strips with adven-
tures of five kids of 
different nationalities,
their friends and some
fantastic characters.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
112 pages.
EDL8044...............Book/

Audio CD, $27.95
Sale Price, $23.95

PICCOLO E FORTE! B
Piccolo e forte! B is ideal
for children aged 5-7 who
are introduced to Italian
for the first time mainly
through an oral approach
to the language. The
course contains illustrated
comic-strips with adven-
tures of five kids of 
different nationalities,
their friends and some
fantastic characters.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
132 pages.
EDL8051...............Book/

Audio CD, $27.95
Sale Price, $23.95

ITALIANO FACILE   
Italiano Facile is an activity
book for young language
learners. Each topic in this
beginner level text is intro-
duced in clear simple lan-
guage and is accompanied
by exercises. Softcover,
8"x11-1/2", 128 pages.
CID4291........Book, $13.95

SALE!

SALE!
SALE!
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FORTE IN GRAMMATICA!  
Forte in grammatica! is a basic 
grammar book for children aged 
7-11. It presents in an intuitive 
and playful way the main gram-
matical structures of Italian and it
enables children to practice them
through a wide range of activities.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 152 pages.
EDL3322….............Book, $34.95

Sale Price, $26.95

AMBARABA (BE)
A course of Italian for Elementary School students. The course has been experimented for years by the
Pedagogical Institute of Bolzano and can be used both abroad with foreign children or in Italy with mono or
multi language speaking classes. The methodological and didactic approach characterize Ambaraba as having:
the richness and variety of language inputs that delineate a learning itinerary for the children who are continu-
ously exposed to authentic language; the great attention given to oral skills and in particular listening compre-
hension skills - thanks to the countless audio materials and the original songs composed and performed by pro-
fessional musicians; and the accent given to the interactive aspect of learning and to cooperative learning, with
the systematic offer of production or comprehension activities to be performed in pars of groups.
Student Book 1. Softcover, 
128 pages, 8-1/2"x11".

ALM717..................................$29.95    Sale Price, $25.95.
Student Book/2 Audio CD Set. 
ALM854..................................$41.95    Sale Price, $35.95
Student Book 2. Softcover, 80 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM861..................................$24.95    Sale Price, $20.95
Set of 3 Exercise Books. Softcover, 150 pages.
ALM878..................................$19.95    Sale Price, $15.95
Instructor's Guide.
ALM885..................................$24.95    Sale Price, $19.95
Student Book/2 Audio CD Set. 
ALM272..................................$36.95    Sale Price, $30.95
Student Book 3. Softcover, 80 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM203..................................$24.95    Sale Price, $20.95
Instructor's Guide.
ALM227..................................$24.95    Sale Price, $19.95
Student Book/2 Audio CD Set. 
ALM241..................................$36.95    Sale Price, $30.95
Set of 3 Exercise Books. Softcover, 152 pages.
ALM258..................................$19.95    Sale Price, $15.95

Student Book 4. Softcover,  80 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM869..................................$24.95    Sale Price, $20.95

Instructor's Guide.
ALM876..................................$24.95    Sale Price, $20.95

Student Book/2 Audio CD Set. 
ALM852..................................$36.95    Sale Price, $30.95

Set of 1 & 2 Exercise Books, Softcover, 160 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM331..................................$17.95    Sale Price, $14.95
Exercise Book 3, Softcover, 160 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM409..................................$8.95      Sale Price, $6.95

Student Book 5. Softcover,  80 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM408..................................$24.95    Sale Price, $20.95

Instructor's Guide.
ALM415..................................$24.95    Sale Price, $20.95

Student Book/2 Audio CD Set. 
ALM392..................................$36.95    Sale Price, $30.95

Set of 1 & 2 Exercise Books, Softcover, 160 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM730..................................$19.95    Sale Price, $14.95

Exercise Book 3, Softcover, 160 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM747..................................$8.95      Sale Price, $6.95

FORTE! (BE)
Forte! 1 is the first of three levels of an innovative
course aimed at children aged 7 to 11 years.
Comprised of 6 units, the course follows the adven-
tures of five illustrated children of different nation-
alities and their friends. The units contain listening
and reading activities and a range of games, songs
and rhymes, which introduce and help reinforce
vocabulary. All books are softcover, 8"x12".
Level 1

144-Page Textbook, Audio-CD, CD-ROM.......................EDL2655...$28.95 
Sale Price, $25.95

94-Page Teacher's Guide .............EDL2662...$20.95       Sale Price, $16.95
Level 2
160-Page Texbook, Audio CD, CD-ROM........................EDL0447....$28.95

Sale Price, $25.95
80-Page Teacher's Guide..............EDL0485....$22.95     Sale Price, $16.95
Level 3
160-Page Texbook, Audio CD, CD-ROM........................EDL0720...$30.95

Sale Price, $25.95
80-Page Teacher's Guide..............EDL0737...$22.95   Sale Price, $16.95

SALE!

SALE!

SALE!

GIOCHIAMO 
CON FORTE!  
Giochiamo con forte! 
is a game and activities 
kit that can be used both
indoors and outdoors.
Based on the syllabus of
Piccolo e forte A/B and

Forte 1/2/3 the kit aims at strengthening the children’s
knowledge and skills in the Italian language. Contains over
50 games.
EDL3605….........................................................Kit, $74.95



FIND OUT ABOUT ITALY
(BE)
Italy stretches from the Alps to
the Mediterranean Sea and is an
intriguing country steeped in his-
tory. This book introduces you to
its landscape and its people and
helps you learn simple Italian
words and phrases. Hardcover
with spiral binding, 8"x9", 
64 pages.
BAR59541...........Book, $14.95

GETTING TO KNOW
ITALY
Children will enjoy a guided
tour of Italy, with Italian land-
marks, culture, history, foods,
and much more. The text is in
English, but many of the illus-
trations are bilingual-and the
last six pages present an intro-
duction to Italian words and
phrases. Softcover, 7-1/2"x10",
32 pages.
BAR15348............Book, $8.95
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GRAMMATICA ITALIANA 
PER BAMBINI (BE)
A basic grammar  for children, with exercises. It may be
used abroad in classes of young learners and in classes
with foreign pupils attending school in Italy, as well as in
self-study sessions with the help of an adult (the text has
answer keys). It's a valid tool for the first approach to
grammar in a playful and fun way, along with the stories
of the two young protagonists, Giulia and Francesco. The
didactic approach is smooth and engaging; it stimulates
curiosity by igniting the children's fantasy. Each unit pres-
ents a grammar topic in a clear and easy-to-understand
way and offers a variety of fun exercises. Softcover,

8"x11x1/2", 112 pages.
ALM700...................................................................................................Book, $29.95

Sale Price, $26.95

COUNTRIES 
AROUND 
THE WORLD
(2007) In this series
we will learn a bit
about the country's
history, political 
system, currency,
language, religion
and climate, as well
as visit a few of the

most famous sites and sample delicious food.
13 min., in English.
SCLV6723.................................DVD, $14.95

Level 3
DIS1574.................................................Student Book, $18.95
DIS1582...................................................Activity Book, $8.95
DIS1566.................................................Teacher Book, $19.95
DIS9443.......................................................Audio CD, $29.95

GRANDI AMICI (BE)
A new Italian course for Primary School. It is a 3-level course aimed at young learners. Following the
principles of Neurolinguistic Programming and Multiple Intelligences, the activities in Grandi amici
encourage pupils to assimilate and memorize the Italian language naturally whilst having fun.  Each 
volume contains 10 units, three revision  units and several short  stories to act out, and vocabulary is 
presented both clearly and in motivating contexts.

Student Book: Softcover, 96 pages,  7-1/2"x10"      
Activity Book: Softcover, 32 pages, 7-1/2"x10"       
Compact Disk: 90 min.
Teacher book: Softcover, 64 pages, 7-1/2"x10"

Level 1
DIS1485.................................................Student Book, $18.95
DIS1493...................................................Activity Book, $8.95
DIS1477.................................................Teacher Book, $19.95
DIS9427.......................................................Audio CD, $29.95
Level 2
DIS1531.................................................Student Book, $18.95
DIS154X..................................................Activity Book, $8.95
DIS1523.................................................Teacher Book, $19.95
DIS9435.......................................................Audio CD, $29.95

SALE!
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IL GIOCO
DEI
MESTIERI
(BE)
Learn all 
about 40 
different 
jobs with this
entertaining 

and original game. Features lively colorful illustra-
tions, up-to-the-minute job titles in Italian, clear and
concise phrases describing each job, and a Teacher's
Guide complete with suggestions for language exer-
cises, games and activities. Each pack contains  
3 packs of 40 cards each and a Teacher’s Guide.
DIS0883................................................Game, $24.95

IL GIOCO
DEI 
NUMERI
(BE)  
Learning 
the numbers 
from 1 to 
100 in Italian
is now child's

play with Il gioco del numeri. Includes a Teacher’s
Guide with suggestions for a variety of games and
language activities. Each pack contains 100 cards,
32 bingo cards, and a Teacher’s Guide.
DIS0786 ...............................................Game, $24.95

MAGICA ITALIA
Magica Italia is a brand new Italian course in 3 levels. It is ideal for children 
who undertake the study of the Italian language from 8 years old. We follow
Nicholas, who is nice and messy, and the rest of the kids on their fantastic 
journey through the sights, the culture, and the traditions of Magical Italy. 
Each Book is Softcover, 8-1/2"x11".
Level 1
DIS4834......................................80-page, Student Book/Audio CD, $19.95
DIS4841....................................................... 48-page, Activity Book, $12.95
DIS4858... ..............................80-page, Teacher’s Guide/Audio CD, $32.95
DIS4865.............(64) 8" x 5-1/2" Full-color Laminated Flashcards, $28.95
DIS4872..............................................Magica Italia-Digital Book 1, $74.95
Level 2
DIS4889......................................80-page, Student Book/Audio CD, $19.95
DIS4896........................................................48-page, Activity Book, $12.95
DIS4902..................................80-page, Teacher’s Guide/Audio CD, $32.95
DIS4919............. (64) 8" x 5-1/2" Full-color Laminated Flashcards, $28.95
DIS4926..............................................Magica Italia-Digital Book 2, $74.95
Level 3
DIS4933......................................80-page, Student Book/Audio CD, $19.95
DIS4940........................................................48-page, Activity Book, $12.95
DIS4957..................................80-page, Teacher’s Guide/Audio CD, $28.95
DIS4964..............................................Magica Italia-Digital Book 3, $74.95

Raccontami includes: 
a work book for homework;
Free Audio Download.

RACCONTAMI (BE)
Raccontami is an Italian language course for children offering a new and stimulating method for learning Italian.  It is the first course 
of Italian language that is also directed to preschool children. Thanks to the "narrative method", focused on story telling and repetition 
of tales and stories, children are stimulated to speak and listen to Italian without ever being stressed, but on the contrary having fun and
feeling fully integrated in the classroom. The teaching units are based on original and exciting stories, which stimulate the children's
curiosity and imagination and which, through the pleasure of story telling, allow a fun and entertaining approach to the language. 
The course is divided into two levels: Raccontami 1, for 4 to 7 year olds; Raccontami 2, for 7 to 11 year olds.

Level 1
ALM776..................Student Book/Free Audio Download, $24.95

Sale Price, $20.95
ALM120........................................................Exercise Book, $12.95

Sale Price, $10.95
Level 2
ALM106..................Student Book/Free Audio Download, $24.95

Sale Price, $20.95
ALM144........................................................Exercise Book, $12.95

Sale Price, $10.95

SALE!SALE!
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IL 
DOMINO
DELLE
ORE (BE)  
Learn to tell
the time in
Italian with
a great new 
version of

the much loved classic – dominoes. Match  pic-
tures and expressions using beautifully illustrated
cards. Includes a Teacher’s Guide with fun and
motivating games and activities. Each pack 
contains 48 cards and a Teacher’s Guide.
DIS0832............................................Game, $24.95

TOMBOLA 
ILLUSTRATA (BE)
This new game builds student confidence
and helps with remembering 100 base
words. 100 cards, 32 bingo cards,
Teacher's Guide.
DIS3092.............................Game, $24.95

PRIME LETTURE - SERIE VERTE (BE)
A series of traditional fairy tales specially chosen for young children.   
Each story has been rewritten using basic words and structures and is illustrated with lively full-color pictures.   
Titles are listed with the themes covered.
IL TOPO DI CITTÀ E IL TOPO 
DI CAMPAGNA
Opposites, means of transport, utensils, 
prepositions.
DIS2576.........................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

IL BRUTTO ANATROCCOLO
Farm animals, the farm, seasons, 
the weather.
DIS2568.........................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

IL SOLDATINO DI PIOMBO
Toys, in town, at the market, prepositions 
of place.
DIS2940.........................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

CAPPUCCETTO ROSSO
Clothing, food, nature, the human body.
DIS2541.........................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

I TRE PORCELLINI
The family, the house, verbs.
DIS255X........................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

LA SIRENETTA
Family, the weather, gardens, underwater 
life.
DIS3645.........................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

PINOCCHIO
The human body, sea life, the bedroom.
DIS2584.........................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

LA BELLA ADDORMENTATA 
NEL BOSCO
Games, days of the week, months, 
seasons, jobs, clothing.
DIS5427.........................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

HANSEL E GRETEL
The forest by day and by night, candy, housework.
DIS5478................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

BIANCANEVE
Physical descriptions, the forest, fruit.
DIS5524................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

IL LIBRO DELLA GIUNGLA
Animals, actions, nature, the picnic.
DIS7209................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

CENERENTOLA
Actions, telling time, in the house.
DIS7217............................... Book/Audio CD, $12.95

I VESTITI NUOVI DELL’IMPERATORE
Clothes, sewing, in the living room, the town.
DIS7225................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

POLLICINA
Flowers, the pond, rooms in the house, nature.
DIS7233................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

RICCIOLI D’ORO E I TRE ORSI
Wood animals, whats on the table, in the living room,  
adjectives.
DIS7195.................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

LA VOLPE E LA CICOGNA
Farm animals, setting the table, rooms in the house, food.
DIS7241.................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

SET OF ALL 16
DIS1111.............................................................$195.00

BIS GAME (BE)
An absorbing game based on matching
words and pictures. Learn 60 essential
words in Italian. Each pack contains 
2 packs of 60 cards each plus instruc-
tions.
DIS1758........................Game, $24.95
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BUON 
VIAGGIO 
IN ITALIA (B)
A year spent in Italy
by foreign students
provides the context
for this beginner
level text. The young
people featured
throughout the book
attend an Italian high
school and live with
a typical family.
Each chapter intro-

duces new vocabulary through high interest read-
ings and dialogs, and grammar concepts with clear,
detailed explanation. Carefully designed exercises
reinforce instruction and comprehension. Because
Buon Viaggio in Italia was written specifically for
American students, directions for all exercises are 
in English. Information about culture, customs,  
history and geography (in English and Italian) is
integrated into each unit. The accompanying audio
CD is coordinated to develop listening skills.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 304 pages.
TL440................................Book/Audio CD, $39.95

in

TL440

TARGET LANGUAGE

Mirtilli Morgana & Claudia Boselli

An easy way to learn Italian - Course for Middle and High School

NUOVO MAGARI 
Nuovo Magari is now split
into 2 levels with student book
and workbook combined. The
text deals with the study of forms,
syntax, and style that belong to Italian but
are hardly ever dealt with in Italian course
books. They offer a new approach to the
study of more elementary materials and
develops them in a stimulating way. The
course is characterized by a strong cultural
approach. The didactic units are divided into
four thematic macro-areas (Society, Arts,
Language, History), through which a rich 
profile of Italy is outlined in order to illus-
trate the most significant socio-cultural phe-
nomena, ideas, tendencies, and the most
recent trends in life style. 
Each Book is Softcover, 8-1/2"x11".
Intermediate Level  B2
ALM832................168 page Book/Audio CD, $34.95    Sale Price, $29.95
ALM075...............................................Instructor's Guide, Free Download

Advanced Level  C1-C2
ALM856................288 page Book/Audio CD, $48.95    Sale Price, $41.95
ALM082...............................................Instructor's Guide, Free Download

IMPARO 
L'ITALIANO: 
ASCOLTO,
PENSO,
PARLO
You can pick
from 110 pages

of duplicating masters of activities for a five-
year period – Basic, practical, creative and
eclectic reproducible materials introducing
names, numbers, colors, school, Italian class,
food, friends, feelings, courtesy phrases, action
words, descriptive words, holidays, birthdays,
clothing, parts of the body, the animal world,
and more! Attractively illustrated. For Grades
4-8. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 110 pages.
TL369...........................................Book, $24.95
TL369CD.........................Book on CD, $19.95
TL369DL.................Download (PDF), $17.95

LETTURE 
IN GIOCO
Letture in
gioco is 
a textbook
that intro-
duces 
innovative, 
lively and
original
didactic
ideas to 

read in Italian at the very first levels 
of language learning. Each unit is
organized around a text that belongs 
to a different genre: articles from the
news, regulations, letters to newspa-
pers, e-mails, cell phone messages, etc.
Together with comprehension activities,
each unit also has some oral and written
production activities, role-play, games
and exercises based on the texts.
Softcover, 144 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM91X...........................Book, $27.95

Sale Price, $23.95

ITALIAN
NOW! 
A LEVEL
ONE 
WORKTEXT
Designed for
both  classroom
use and as a text
for self-teaching
language learn-
ers, this book
consists of 30

work units, an extensive Italian-English
and English-Italian vocabulary list, idioms,
and dialogues, all focused to build profi-
ciency in reading, writing, speaking and
understanding Italian. Word-completion
and multiple-choice exercises, word
games, and entertaining stories in dialogue
form are supplemented with photos of
Italian landmarks, cartoon-style illustra-
tions, and reproductions of Italian classical
art that give students something of the fla-
vor of contemporary Italian culture.
Paperback, 7-3/4"x11", 544 pages.
BAR00006.............................Book, $18.95

SALE!
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ATTIVITÀ LESSICALI (B/A)
Attività lessicali is a series of
activities based on everyday vocab-
ulary. The first volume (elementary-
intermediate) focuses on such topics
as clothing, animals, family, weather,
the home, food and drinks, the body,
Italy and its regions, trades and pro-
fessions, health, technology, means
of transportation, etc. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x 11", 80 pages.
ESBK943.....................Book, $29.95

ATTIVITÀ LESSICALI 2 (I-A)
Attività lessicali 2is a series of activi-
ties based on everyday vocabulary.
The 2nd volume (intermediate-
advanced) focuses on 37 topics such
as family, weather, food and drinks,
the body, transportation, sports, 
nouns, adjectives, verbs, proverbs, 
synonyms, antonyms and Italy and its
regions, trades and professions, etc.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 80 pages.
ESBK145.......................Book, $29.95

READ AND
THINK
ITALIAN 
Read & Think
Italian is an 
innovative, 
non-intimidating
approach to 
learning Italian.

Compiled by the expert editors of Think
Italian! magazine, this audio package brings
together more than 100 engaging, fully illus-
trated readings and articles about the life and
culture of Italy. Many of the articles are read
aloud by native speakers, as well as questions
for review and reinforcement of new vocab-
ulary. Paperback, 7-1/2"x9", 208 pages, with
Free Online Audio.
36336..........................................Book, $19.95

AMICI D’ITALIA
Amici d'Italia is an Italian language course is divided into three levels. The strengths of the course are the
strict grammatical components, the simplicity and vibrancy of exposure to the topics covered and the type
of exercises. Ideal to stimulate interest in the class and learn the Italian language in a simple, complete and
rich interactive cultural manner. Each Book is Softcover, 8"x11-1/2".

Level 3
DIS5190..........144-page, Student Book,       

$20.95
DIS5206..........80-page, Activity Book/

Audio CD, $15.95
DIS5213.................160-page, Teacher’s 

Guide/3 Audio CD’s, $32.95
DIS5220...Amici D’Italia Digital Book, 

$74.95

Level 1
DIS5114......................144-page, Student Book, $20.95
DIS5121.....80-page, Activity Book/Audio CD, $15.95
DIS5138......160-page, Teacher’s Guide/3 Audio CD’s,

$32.95
DIS5145...............Amici D’Italia Digital Book, $74.95
Level 2
DIS5152......................144-page, Student Book, $20.95
DIS5169.....80-page, Activity Book/Audio CD, $15.95
DIS5176......160-page, Teacher’s Guide/3 Audio CD’s, 

$32.95
DIS5183...............Amici D’Italia Digital Book, $74.95

ITALIAN
FIRST
YEAR
A concise
yet com-
prehensive
review of
the fund-
amentals of
first-year
Italian,
along with

varied practice in all points of structure.
Softbound, 8-1/4"x10-3/4", 393 pages.
ASPR347W...............Workbook, $35.95
ASPR347AK......... Answer Key, $14.95

ITALIAN-
TWO AND
THREE
YEARS
Provides a 
comprehensive
review for stu-
dents who have
completed a
basic course in
Italian. With its
comprehensive

coverage of the elements of Italian, clear 
and concise explanations, extensive practice
materials, functional vocabulary, and read-
able cultural narratives, this edition will help
students strengthen their skills in the Italian
language and gain valuable insights into the
culture of Italy. Softbound, 7-3/4"x10-3/4",
640 pages.
ASPR538W.......................Workbook, $39.95
ASPR538AK................. Answer Key, $14.95
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ITALIANO
ESSENZIALE
1     
Prepared for 
students in their
first year of
Italian language
study. It offers 
learners a 
comprehensive
and thorough

understanding of the elements of the
Italian language that are generally cov-
ered in a first year course. It may be used
independently for review or practice, or
as a supplement to any basal textbook.
Softcover, 7-1/2"x10-1/2", 160 pages.
ASPR125W..........................Book, $16.95
ASPR125CD........... Answer Key, $10.95

ITALIANO
ESSENZIALE
2 
Prepared for 
students in their
second year of
Italian language
study. It offers
learners a 
comprehensive
and thorough

understanding of the elements of the
Italian language that are generally covered
in a first year course. It may be used inde-
pendently for review or practice, or as a
supplement to any basal textbook.
Softcover, 7-1/2"x10-1/2", 146 pages.
ASPR130W..........................Book, $16.95
ASPR130CD............Answer Key, $10.95

ITALIANO
ESSESZIALE
3 
Prepared for stu-
dents in their
third year of
Italian language
study. It offers 
learners a 
comprehensive
and thorough

understanding of the elements of the
Italian language that are generally cov-
ered in a first year course. It may be used
independently for review or practice, or
as a supplement to any basal textbook.
Softcover, 7-1/2"x10-1/2", 196 pages.
ASPR135W.........................Book, $16.95
ASPR135CD.......... Answer Key, $10.95

ITALIAN IS
FUN, BOOK 1
(B)
Provides students
with a basal text
that will help them
attain acceptable 
levels of proficien-
cy in basic com-
municative skills.
The book provides

enough materials for a one-year course in 
junior high school as well as beginning high
school courses.  Helps develop basic commu-
nicative skills through simple materials. 
Uses visual cues for learning and practice.
Softbound, 7-3/4"x10-3/4", 394 pages.
Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio
Program and Teacher's Manual.
ASPR285S.................................Book, $25.95
ASPR285TSP....................Teacher’s Support 

Package, $129.95

NEW ITALIAN ESPRESSO (B)   
New Italian Espresso beginner and pre-intermediate is the 
new edition of Italian Espresso 1. It is an Italian course for
English speakers and Italian teachers who study and work 
in schools and universities in English-speaking countries. It 
puts a strong focus on the specific needs of English-speaking
students by offering tailored exercises, instructions in English
and a grammar section in English complete with easy-to-use
charts. There are new activities, new dialogues and new texts
among other enhancements. The teacher's guide is free online.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 240 pages.

Level 1
ALM549..........240 page Textbook/Multimedia DVD, $69.95     Sale Price, $62.95
ALM570.......................................120 page Workbook, $29.95     Sale Price, $26.95
ALM563..............................................................Instructor's Guide, Free Download

Level 2
ALM953................................................ Student Book, $57.95     Sale Price, $50.95
ALM755................................. Student Book and CD, $69.95     Sale Price, $62.95
ALM977..................................................... Workbook, $29.95     Sale Price, $26.95
ALM762 ........................................... Teacher's Guide, $36.95     Sale Price, $32.95

VIA DEL CORSO (A1)
Via del Corso is addressed to adult and young adult students… It is divided into four levels (A1, A2, B1, B2),
and revolves around a story that aims at having students communicate with each other from the very first 
lessons. The story has a strong impact on students: it intrigues and motivates them while it creates excitement
and empathy. It is a noir comedy narrated through a sit–com and a graphic novel. In the first volume, the story
takes place in Rome. Video and comic strips are fully integrated in the structure of the course and do not just
represent an extra resource. Students are directly involved as they can themselves choose the ending of the
story. Softcover, 8-1/2 x 11", 244 pages.
EDL3636....................Book/2 Audio CD’s/DVD, $44.95
EDL3612.............................................Book Only, $34.95

SALE!
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ESPRESSO RAGAZZI (B)
This book is aimed specifically at teenagers for their needs and interests such as friends, school, family, free
time, etc. The textbook contains the videocourse activities, grammar page, culture page, workbook, tests and
answer keys. The DVD can be played with or without Italian subtitles and the audio CD has all the tracks for
the textbook, workbook, and tests. A free teacher’s guide is available for download. 
Each Book: Softcover, 8-1/2"x11".
Level A1
ALM976.....162-Page Book/DVD/Audio CD, $29.95    Sale Price, $26.95
ALM201.....Instructor's Guide, Free Download
Level A2
ALM096.....192-Page Book/DVD/Audio CD, $29.95    Sale Price, $26.95

ALM218.......Instructor's Guide, Free Download
Level B1
ALM140.......168-Page Book/Audio CD, $31.95    Sale Price, $27.95
ALM225.......Instructor's Guide, Free Download

NUOVO ESPRESSO  
Nuovo Espresso is the new 5-level edition of Espresso. It is a complete video course that features four friends in their everyday life,
jobs, holidays, loves, and funny unexpected events. Each episode can be watched with or without Italian subtitles and is completed by
a rich offering of didactic activities, as well as a video grammar lesson that examines closely linguistic topics, structures, communica-
tive purposes, oral expressions and common sayings featured in the episode. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 240 pages. The DVD ROM
includes: all the video tracks of the Students' book and workbook; all the episodes of the videocourse; and all the lessons of the
video-grammar.

Level 1 – (A1)
ALM174….Student Book/Multimedia DVD, $58.95    Sale Price, $50.95
ALM181…................................Student Book, $37.95    Sale Price, $32.95
ALM198…......................................Audio CD, $24.95    Sale Price, $21.95
ALM518.................Teacher's Guide, Free Download
ALM815................Supplementary Exercises, $21.95    Sale Price, $17.95
Level 2 – (A2)
ALM204….Student Book/Multimedia DVD, $61.95    Sale Price, $52.95
ALM211…................................Student Book, $39.95    Sale Price, $33.95
ALM228…......................................Audio CD, $24.95   Sale Price, $21.95
ALM679.................Teacher's Guide, Free Download
ALM839................Supplementary Exercises, $21.95    Sale Price, $17.95
Level 3 – (B1) 
ALM389….Student Book/Multimedia DVD, $61.95    Sale Price, $52.95
ALM396…................................Student Book, $39.95    Sale Price, $33.95
ALM402…......................................Audio CD, $24.95    Sale Price, $21.95
ALM792.................Teacher's Guide, Free Download
Level 4 – (B2) 
ALM055...192 page Student Book/Audio CD, $41.95
ALM164.................Teacher's Guide, Free Download
Level 5 – (C1) 
ALM062...192 page Student Book/Audio CD, $43.95
ALM109.................Teacher's Guide, Free Download

SALE!

SALE!

NUOVO ESPRESSO GRAMMATICA  
This grammar book is the ideal complement of the course Espresso 
(it contains all the themes and the structures presented in Nuovo 

Espresso 1, Nuovo Espresso 2, and Nuovo Espresso 3). 
Softcover, 6"x8", 96 pages.

ALM778.............Book, $19.95
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MOSAICI
W/DVD
Snapshots of
contemporary
Italian life
A powerful,
new, compact
"all-in-one",
200-page, illus-
trated textbook
with authentic
letture. The

DVD includes clips from 6 contemporary
Italian films (Focaccia Blues, Generazione
1000 Euro, Scrivilo sui muri, Pranzo di
Ferragosto, La ragazza del lago, Giorni e
nuvole), plus 11 videos on topics ranging
from food to craftsmanship, to volunteerism,
recycling and more. Contains Grammar
reviews and a variety of stimulating exercis-
es and tests at the end of each of 6 units.
Softcover, 7"x10", 200 pages.
FAR136.......................Book/DVD, $69.95
FAR129.....................Answer Key, $16.95

ADVANCED 
ITALIAN:
STEP-
BY-STEP 
Guaranteed to get
you quickly up
and running with
the knowledge
and skills you
need to take your
Italian communi-
cation capabili-
ties to the next

level, Advanced Italian Step-by Step fea-
tures: a unique "building block" approach to
mastering essential grammar, verbs, and
vocabulary; down-to-earth explanations of
essential rules and concepts; hundreds of key
terms introduced on the basis of how fre-
quently they are used; exercises to test what
you’ve learned and to measure your
progress; engaging readings that will help
you hone your skills in everyday contexts.
Paperback, 7"x9", 422 pages.
37187….....................................Book, $19.95

COLORI 
D'ITALIA
(A)
Colori
d’Italia is
an Italian
language
and culture
textbook for
American 
students of
advanced

level, presenting an innovative language
learning course using authentic materi-
al. The book is made up of eight units,
each of which constitutes an independ-
ent module. Each module focuses on a 
different emotion (e.g. fear, shock,
embarrassment, love, hate, pleasure,
anger, laughter), presenting this emotion
to students in a variety of cultural and
sociolinguistic contexts. Softcover,
8"x11-1/2", 136 pages.
EDL3094........Book/Audio CD, $29.95

Sale Price, $25.95

AVANTI CON L’ITALIANO
A COMMUNICATIVE 
COURSE (B)
This second edition of Avanti con l'Italiano,
while retaining the basic communicative
approach of the first edition, has been 
reorganized into nine thematic chapters
designed to teach all four skills — listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. This edition
provides beginning students with all the
necessary tools to communicate in Italian
and to acquire a knowledge and appreciation
for Italian culture. Real-life situations are
emphasized with original authentic materi-
als. Hardcover, 8"x9-1/2", 288 pages.
ASPR648H..............................Book, $34.95
ASPR648T..........Teacher's Manual, $16.95
ASPR648W...............Quaderno di Esercizi, 

$10.95

MIGRAZIONI CONTEMPORANEE 
TESTI E CONTESTI (I/A)
Current phenomenon of im/migration to Italy is this text-
book's foundation. Features literature from 11 migrant
writers -- male and female, well and lesser known
(Christiana De Caldas Brito, Ubax Christina Ali Farah,
Gabriella Ghermandi, Gezim Hajdari, Kossi Kombla-
Ebri, Ron Kubati, Amara Lakhous, Salah Methnani, 
Ingy Mubiayi, Igiaba Scego and Laila Wadia. Softcover,
7"x10", 232 pages.
FAR211........................................................Book, $68.95
FAR228..............................48 page Answer Key, $24.95

FACILISSIMO-CORSO RAPIDO 
DI LINGUA ITALIANA   
Facilissimo is an Italian course book through which 
students can learn strategies to handle daily commu-
nicative situations rapidly and effortlessly. It is designed
for students who are planning to go to Italy for vaca-
tion, work, cultural or educational purposes, or virtually
any reason and can only spend a limited amount of time
studying. In other words, they would like to have tips
on the practicalities of everyday life, such as finding
accommodations, healthcare issues, using public 
transportation, shopping and basic getting around, etc.
Includes an audio CD for listening to all exercises.

Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 144 pages.
ALM297....................................................................................Book/Audio CD, $27.95

Sale Price, $23.95

SALE!



PARLA CON ME 
Parla Con Me contains a student
book with: 10 teaching units divided
by 4 macro areas (Internet, contacts,
trends and the arts); group tasks; 
10 vocabulary cards; 10 cultural 
tests cards for self-evaluation and
processing learning strategies; comic
book exercises and grammar. The

audio CD for your class contains: audio tracks for the activities in
the classroom, songs and a radio play 
of the comic book. Each book is softcover, 8"x11-1/2".

ALM740...128 Page Student Book/(Free Audio Online), $33.95
Sale Price, $29.95

ALM897....................................88 Page Teacher's Guide, $19.95
Sale Price, $14.95

PARLA CON ME 2
ALM733...128 Page Student Book/(Free Audio Online), $34.95

Sale Price, $29.95
ALM450....................................88 Page Teacher's Guide, $19.95

Sale Price, $16.95
PARLA CON ME 3
ALM931...240 Page Student Book/(Free Audio Online), $35.95

Sale Price, $30.95
ALM870....................................88 Page Teacher's Guide, $19.95

Sale Price, $14.95

IN BOCCA AL LUPO, RAGAZZI 1
In bocca al lupo, ragazzi! places the emphasis on cooperative learning, in pairs or in groups. Particular 
attention is paid to the vocabulary and grammatical awareness, and group interaction. In bocca al lupo,
ragazzi! 1 is aimed at beginners (A1) and consists of: a book for the student with 15 units organized 
into three modules; 15 self-assessment cards; 15 cultural cards; and 15 sections of grammar. All books 

are softcover, 8"x11-1/2". Each Audio CD is 74 minutes.

Level 1
136 Page Student Book/

Audio CD
ALM743................$36.95

Sale Price, $30.95

136 Page Student Book
ALM767................$29.95

Sale Price, $26.95

128 Page Workbook
ALM774................$26.95

Sale Price, $20.95

72 Page Teacher's Guide
ALM552................$23.95

Sale Price, $20.95
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Level 2
144 Page Student Book/

Audio CD
ALM866.................$36.95

Sale Price, $30.95

144 Page Student Book
ALM873.................$29.95

Sale Price, $26.95

128 Page Workbook
ALM880.................$26.95

Sale Price, $20.95

72 Page Teacher's Guide
ALM859.................$23.95

Sale Price, $20.95

Level 3
144 Page Student Book/

Audio CD
ALM429................$36.95

Sale Price, $30.95

144 Page Student Book
ALM436................$29.95

Sale Price, $26.95

128 Page Workbook
ALM443................$26.95

Sale Price, $20.95

CAFFÈ ITALIA (B-I)
Caffe Italia is a new Italian course
with a modern, dynamic and effec-
tive approach. Created by an expert
group of teachers, specialized in
Italian for foreign students, it is
based on the latest research in lan-
guage and teaching methodology.
Caffe Italia follows a functional-
situational approach which focuses
on the student at the center of the
learning process, encouraging them

to discover rules and language functions by themselves.
Student Book: Softcover, 256 pages, 8-1/2"x11"               
Booklet: Softcover, 96 pages, 6-1/2"x5-1/2"
Teacher's Guide: Softcover,  96 pages, 8-1/2"x11"          
Set of 2 compact disks: 90 min.
Level 1

DIS1442.............Student Book & Booklet/Audio CD, $39.95
DIS1450............................................. Teacher's Guide, $23.95
DIS2333.................................Set of 2 Compact Disks, $39.95

Level 2

DIS1469........ .....Student Book & Booklet/Audio CD, $39.95
DIS2309..............................................Teacher's Guide, $23.95
DIS2341..................................Set of 2 Compact Disks, $39.95

Level 3

DIS2317........ ........................Student Book/Audio CD, $39.95
DIS2325...............................................Teacher's Guide, $23.95
DIS235X.................................Set of 2 Compact Disks, $39.95

SALE!

SALE!
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ARRIVEDERCI! 
Arrivederci is a complete course which develops
the language of reading, writing, speaking and lis-
tening while introducing students to Italian culture
and society. The coursebook comprises 12 units,
plus 3 revision chapters with songs and games to
consolidate knowledge, a final test and a grammar
appendix. Students will find this textbook easy-to-
use and practical as at the end of each unit there is
a summary of the lexical and grammatical points
covered and an opportunity for students to chart
their progress by using the self-assessment tables.

All Books are: Softcover,  8-1/2"x11".
Level 1
EDL0805 ..................................216 page Textbook/Audio CD/DVD, $34.95

Sale Price, $30.95
EDL0812....................................................112 page Teacher’s Guide, $20.95

Sale Price, $15.95
EDL1024.......................................... IWB Software for Whiteboards, $59.95
Level 2
EDL0829.................................. 236 page Textbook/Audio CD/DVD, $34.95

Sale Price, $30.95
EDL0836....................................................112 page Teacher’s Guide, $20.95

Sale Price, $15.95
EDL1031.......................................... IWB Software for Whiteboards, $59.95
Level 3
EDL0935..................................236 page Textbook/Audio CD/DVD, $34.95

Sale Price, $30.95
EDL0942....................................................112 page Teacher’s Guide, $20.95

Sale Price, $15.95
EDL1048.......................................... IWB Software for Whiteboards, $59.95

ARRIVEDERCI! 
FOR ENGLISH 
SPEAKERS- 
LEVEL 1 
STUDENT
BOOK/
WORKBOOK/
AUDIO CD/DVD 
Arrivederci! for
English speakers 
is the bilingual 
version for Engish

speaking students of our multi-media course 
of Italian Arrivederci!, a modern and commu-
nicative course aimed at adult and young adult
students, with or without previous knowledge
of Italian language. It contains: 12 teaching
units – 3 sections Facciamo il punto? that com-
prise motivating exercises, and activities and
exercises that incorporate the four linguistic
skills. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 236 pages. 
Level 1
EDL1215..................Student Book/Workbook/

AudioCD/DVD, $39.95
Sale Price, $35.95

Level 2
EDL0676..................Student Book/Workbook/

AudioCD/DVD, $39.95
Sale Price, $35.95

PROGETTO ITALIANO JUNIOR
Progetto Italiano Junior addresses issues and themes that are
familiar to students by exposing them to everyday language and
socio-cultural Italian presented through exciting stories in comics.
The characters are 5 Italian children, with whom students can
identify because they have the same interests, face the same 
problems, have their own issues and experiences – all seen with
realism and the necessary dose of humor. All books: Softcover,
8"x11".

Level 1 
168-Page Textbook & Audio CD & DVD ... EDL0324..........$34.95    Sale Price, $28.95
68-Page Teacher's Guide ............................... EDL0317..........$18.95    Sale Price, $13.95
IWB Software forWhiteboards .................... EDL0874..........$59.95
Level 2 
164-Page Textbook & Audio CD & DVD ....EDL0331..........$34.95    Sale Price, $28.95
72-Page Teacher's Guide ................................EDL0379..........$18.95    Sale Price, $13.95
IWB Software forWhiteboards .................... EDL0904..........$59.95
Level 3 
164-Page Textbook & Audio CD & DVD ....EDL0348..........$34.95    Sale Price, $28.95
84-Page Teacher's Guide ................................EDL0355..........$18.95    Sale Price, $13.95
IWB Software forWhiteboards .................... EDL0911..........$59.95

PROGETTO
ITALIANO
JUNIOR
FOR 
ENGLISH
SPEAKERS
All books:
Softcover,
8"x11".

Level 1 
178-Page Textbook & DVD
EDL0522....................................$35.95

Sale Price, $33.95

Level 2 
172-Page Textbook & DVD
EDL0744....................................$35.95

Sale Price, $33.95

Level 3 
184-Page Textbook & DVD
EDL1123....................................$35.95

Sale Price, $33.95

SALE!

SALE!

SALE!

SALE!
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NUOVO PROGETTO ITALIANO
Nuovo Progetto Italiano provides about 45-50 hours of classroom lessons. It contains, in one single volume:

The first six units (Introductory  Unit–Unit 5) of the standard version of Student's Book and Workbook.
A new section with Video Activities (Episodes 1-5).
A didactic game.
The Audio CD (a completely new edition, in natural speed).

We would like to underline that this version is not a substitute for the "standard" one, which will always be available. It is
an alternative, since the contents of the two versions are identical. Each book is softcover, 8"x11".
Book 1A (160 pages)     EDL1253...................................Book/DVD/Audio CD, $37.95     Sale Price, $29.95
Book 1B (196 pages)     EDL1260...................................Book/DVD/Audio CD, $38.95     Sale Price, $30.95
Book 2A (172 pages)     EDL6751...................................Book/DVD/Audio CD, $37.95     Sale Price, $29.95
Book 2B (204 pages)     EDL6836...................................Book/DVD/Audio CD, $38.95     Sale Price, $30.95

NUOVO PROGETTO ITALIANO, CORSO DE LINGUA E  CIVILITÀ ITALIANA
This lively illustrated method is designed for the adolescent and adult learner of Italian. Through the use of authentic
dialogues and situations, the students are exposed to the language and introduced to Italian culture and civilization.
Each chapter contains communi-cative activities and exercises, as well as easy-to-Gollow grammar tables. The work-
book offers additional exercises and DVDs to help practice listening comprehension and speaking skills. All books
are softcover, 8"x11"; glossary is 6-1/2"x9".

Level 3 – Intermediate-
Advanced
192-PageTextbook/
TwoAudio CD Set
EDL0041.....................$41.95

Sale Price, $33.95

144-Page Workbook
EDL0102.....................$24.95

Sale Price, $18.95

184-Page Teacher's Guide
EDL0096.....................$25.95

Sale Price, $19.95

Level 2 – Intermediate
212-Page Textbook/DVD
EDL2761..........................$41.95

Sale Price, $33.95

160-Page Workbook/
Two Audio CD Set
EDL1192..........................$24.95

Sale Price, $20.95

Two Audio CD Set
EDL2747..........................$26.95

Sale Price, $20.95

192-Page Teacher's Guide
EDL2730..........................$25.95

Sale Price, $19.95

IWB Software forWhiteboards
EDL0881..........................$69.95

Level 1 – Beginners
200-Page Textbook/DVD
EDL2242..........................$41.95

Sale Price, $33.95

152-Page Workbook/Audio CD
EDL1185..........................$26.95

Sale Price, $20.95

176 Page Teacher's Guide
EDL2297..........................$25.95

Sale Price, $19.95

84-Page Glossary
EDL2624..........................$14.95

Sale Price, $11.95

IWB Software forWhiteboards
EDL0898..........................$69.95

SALE!

SALE!

RICETTE PER PARLARE
This book presents games and
activities to promote oral pro-
duction and speaking skills in
Italian. It is a collection of
"recipes" with "ingredients" and
clear instructions for their uti-
lization, with ready-to-Xerox
materials to use in the class-
room. The principle is that of
offering teachers high-quality
resources for fun activities easy

to prepare. For students, it consists of entertaining commu-
nicative activities to learn and speak while having fun. 
Softcover, 168 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM503...........................................................Book, $37.95

Sale Price, $33.95

THE ITALIAN PROJECT-
An Italian Course for English Speakers
The Italian Project is the new English-speakers
version of Nuovo Progetto Italiano. This 4-level
multimedia language and civilization course com-
bines a variety of activities with easy-to-Gollow
grammar tables, modern illustrations and authentic
Italian material. Communication and grammar are
given equal emphasis throughout. The Student
Book and Workbook are in one volume, and
come with a DVD and Audio CD. Each book is

softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 180-224 pages.
Italian Project 1A      EDL3001...........$42.95 Sale Price, $39.95
Italian Project 1B      EDL3018...........$44.95      Sale Price, $39.95
Italian Project 2A      EDL3025...........$42.95      Sale Price, $39.95
Italian Project 2B      EDL3032...........$44.95 Sale Price, $39.95

SALE!

SALE!



DIECI 
RACCONTI
Dieci Racconti
is a collection
of 10 short 
stories inspired
by some 
dialogues 
of Nuovo
Progetto ital-

iano 1 and related to the grammar and
vocabulary of the units. Each story is
accompanied by a couple of activities
and presents in a cheerful and pleasant
way some of the topics of the course.
Softcover, 7"x10", 32 pages.
EDL2914...........................Book, $14.95

Sale Price, $11.95
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I COME ITALIA
The book presents
20 files, divided
into three parts to
ensure a gradual
approach in both
contents and lan-
guage. The first
part is an introduc-
tion with basic geo-

graphical, language and cultural informa-
tion. The second part deals with Italy from
a social point of view and the third part
takes a look at culture and up-to-date
news. Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11", 144 pages.
DIS0874............................... Book, $26.95
DIS1345....Teacher's Guide, Free Online

PARLIAMO CON 
LA PUBBLICITÀ
A captivating
resource that charms
the students with 
its short and brilliant
scenes of TV com-
mercials, Parliamo
con la pubblicità is
an interesting alter-

native that adds vivacity to the language
class. This book and its DVD exploit the
short narrative form of commercials, their
visual richness, their brisk language, and
their rich cultural connotations – all at once,
in short fragments, less than a minute long.
Softcover, 110 pages, 6"x10".
ESBK128......................Book/DVD, $49.95

VERBARAMA 1 ITALIAN
il presente indicativo
Verbarama is a resource that provides students with basic verb
practice of -are, -ere, -ire and some irregular verbs in the
present tense. This resource is divided into themes and allows
students to use verbs in relationship to vocabulary that they
are studying in class. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 84 pages.
TES47243.........................................................Book, $34.95

VERBARAMA 2 ITALIAN
il passato prossimo
Verbarama 2-il passato prossimo is a resource that provides
students with basic verb practice of -are, -ere, -ire and
some irregular verbs with avere and essere. The thematic
exercises allow students to use verbs in relationship to
vocabulary that they are studying in class. Spiralbound, 
8-1/2"x11", 58 pages.
TES47250.........................................................Book, $34.95

VERBARAMA
3 ITALIAN, 
Il Futuro
Semplice
A reproducible
book that saves
you time and
uses vocabulary
relevant to 
students.
Verbarama
gives your 

students ample practice of the future of
regular and the most useful irregular verbs
with charts of verbs and logically arranged
exercises as well as answers. Spiralbound,
8-1/2"x11", 56 pages.
TES47977..............................Book, $34.95

Multi-Media Background Materials
EXPERIENCE
ITALY
Experience Italy 
is fast paced, fun
and interesting. 
A fresh take on
traveling through
Rome, Florence,
Venice and The
Ligurian Coaast.
With bonus videos
on Public
Transport – Tips
and Tricks, Pisa,

Food and Drink, and a trip to Sienna. (2008)
30 min. In English.
TVS906......................................DVD, $19.95

ITALY
Italy, bordered by
France, Switzerland,
Slovenia, and Austria,
is a boot shaped
peninsula extending
southward into the
Mediterranean Sea.
This relatively young
nation has preserved
its rich variety, and
each region differs in

character, culture, and cuisine. This 5-DVD
boxed set contains: Tuscany, Italy (North &
South), Venice, Rome, and Corsica, Sardinia,
& Sicily. 360 min. In English.
PGD11.............................5-DVD Set, $49.95

TOUR 
OF ITALY
Ahhhh, La
Dolce Vita, the
intoxicating,
inviting and
invigorating
culture of Italy.
Laura’s tour of
Italy takes you
to all the
famous sights,

starting in Rome. (2014) (30 min.) 
In English.
TVS214................................DVD, $14.95

SALE!



L'ITALIA E CULTURA
These booklets use simple and exhaustive language and a lot of
authentic material (texts and photos), offering your students the
opportunity to take a journey through Italian culture. Includes many
different activities, exercises and language games to help them better
understand Italy and Italians.
STORIA
Softcover, 8"x11-1/2", 
36 pages.

EDL0089.................................Book, $15.95
Sale Price, $12.95

GEOGRAFIA
Softcover, 8"x11-1/2", 44 pages.
EDL0065.................................Book, $15.95

Sale Price, $12.95

LETTERATURA
Softcover, 8"x11-1/2", 36 pages.
EDL0072.................................Book, $15.95

Sale Price, $12.95
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7 DAYS-ITALY
Bella Italia! A historic picture book, from the
snow covered Alps in the north to the dreamy
lagoon city of Venice, whose palaces are built
on wooden stakes and whose ‘Carnevale’ is
world famous. From the romantic hill land-
scape of Tosca where the aromas once
inspired Leonardo Da Vinci, to Rome, the
city, that during antiquity, was the centre of
the Roman Empire and that is now the seat 
of the Catholic Pope. To Sicily in the south,
an island of gods and natural forces. A jour-
ney through time in one of the most beautiful

countries in Central Europe. (2007) (52 min.) In English.
TVS120.................................................................................DVD, $19.95

Fax your order toll free 
1-877-365-7484

TUSCANY:
CITIES 
OF THE
WORLD
This Central
Italian region is
known as sunny
Tuscany. There
are rustic, old
houses hiding
among the hills,
the vineyards, the
pine-groves, the

olive gardens, where one can buy good
wine, olive oil, honey and fine cheese.
Tuscany is the birthplace of Leonardo,
Michelangelo, Petrarca, Puccini and many
other famous artists. (2009) (60 min.) 
In English.
TVS177...................................DVD, $19.95

ROME: CITIES 
OF THE WORLD
The Eternal City, where all roads lead.
The heart of the former ancient
empire is anchored firmly in the 21st
century. The Circus Maximus and the
Forum Romanum are only ruins now,
but the Colosseum, the Triumphal
Arch and Trajan's Column are still
standing, while the Capitolium Hill
flourishes in its full beauty. One can
see the baths of Diocletian and
Caracalla and can put one's hand in

the Mouth of Truth. (2009) (60 min.) In English.
TVS159.....................................................................DVD, $19.95

VENICE:
CITIES OF 
THE WORLD
The "City of
Lagoons," Venice
became 
the capital of
romance, the
dream of honey-
mooners, and
destination for
millions because

of the Saint Mark's Cathedral, the St.
Mark's Clock, the Doge's Palace, the Bridge
of the Sighs and the tower of Campanile.
The city, living under the wing of the lion,
is a capital of Byzantian, Gothic and
Renaissance architecture. (2009) 
(60 min.) In English.
TVS178...................................DVD, $19.95

SICILY:
CITIES OF
THE WORLD
The Messina
Strait, the famous
Greek theater of
Taormina, the
archeological
sites of
Segestaand
Selinunte, the
marvellous

Catania, the unique monastery and temple
of Monreale, the picturesque Cefalu and
Ragusa are all worth taking a look at on the
largest island of the Mediterranean Sea.
(2009) (60 min.) In English.
TVS165...................................DVD, $19.95

ITALIANS
IN 
AMERICA
(B-A)
The Italians
in America 
is a capti-
vating and
enthralling
look at the
contributions
that Italians

have made to American culture and
society. This film honors the monu-
mental and historic accomplishments 
of Italians in America. (105 min.) 
In English.
KIF3116..........................DVD, $19.95

SALE!

MUSICA, CINEMA E TEATRO
Softcover, 8"x11-1/2", 32 pages.
EDL0027.........Book, 

$15.95
Sale Price, $12.95

ARTE
Softcover, 8"x11-1/2",
32 pages.
EDL0010.........Book,  

$15.95
Sale Price, $12.95
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DANTE: THE DIVINE COMEDY
A powerful introduction to the greatest
work of medieval iterature, which draws
upon new dramatic filmed sequences,
contemporary images and the work of
artists inspired by Dante's epic voyage 
of the imagination. This sitrring film 
provides the ideal starting point for 
the study of this major work. (2006) 
(50 min.) In English.

KIF7044..................................................................DVD, $19.95

DANTE-FIRST RENAISSANCE MAN
This informative film uncovers the background
history from which Dante came and the way in
which he helped to establish a new view of the
world where individuals mattered more than
rulers. Without the changes begun in Dante's
time it is difficult to see how the democratic 
system which is now spreading across human
society would have become so well established.
(80 min.) In English.

KIF4371.............................................................................DVD, $19.95

PRIMO ASCOLTO
Primo Adcolto is aimed at students
level A1-A2 and aims to develop the
ability to listen and to prepare the 
student to demonstrate understanding
of various oral language exams. Each
book is paperback, 6-1/2"x9", 60
pages.

Primo Ascolto
EDL3261....Book/Audio CD, $26.95

Sale Price, $20.95
Ascolto Medio
EDL6430...........Book/Audio CD, $26.95    Sale Price, $20.95

Ascolto Avanzato
EDL6447...........Book/Audio CD, $26.95    Sale Price, $20.95

ITALIA PER STRANIERI     
Learn more about Italy, its geography, its
people and customs with this book for
both intermediate and advanced 
students. Ideal for use in conversation
classes. The book comprises 30 
thematic units on aspects of Italian 
culture, history and society, with a wide
range of exercises based on intercultural
reflection. Softcover, 8"x11", 144 pages.
ALM249.............................Book, $24.95

Sale Price, $22.95

L'ITALIANO NELL'ARIA 1
Included in one volume is a Student Book,
Workbook, Pronunciation Booklet and 2
Audio CD's.  The Student's Book is organ-
ized into 7 learning units. It offers situations
and dialogues related to music and to opera
culture. The Workbook includes several
activities, arias, readings, quizzes and
curiosities about opera and music. The
Pronunciation Booklet helps students to have
correct pronunciation, which is an absolute

prerequisite for opera singers. 2 Audio CD's-the first CD includes 
readouts of all dialogues and arias found in the Student's Book, and 
the second CD contains all audio-texts included in the Pronunciation
Booklet. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 200 pages.
EDL3339............Book/Audio CD-Vol. I, $49.95     Sale Price, $41.95
EDL3346............Book/Audio CD-Vol. II, $49.95 Sale Price, $41.95

QUA E LA PER L'ITALIA
An original itinerary through the twenty
Italian regions. The book introduces  the
students to the Italian habits, traditions,
geography and culture with stimulating
texts and audio materials. Softcover,  
8-1/2"x11", 192 pages.
ALM388.........Book/Free Audio Online,  

$41.95
Sale Price, $37.95

UN'INDAGINE SULL'ARTE ITALIANA
This student workbook on Italian Renaissance art
contains biographies on 9 different artists. There is a
series of activities for students to increase reading
comprehension, vocabulary acquisition, and a knowl-
edge of art history. Additionally, there are a number
of internet and group activities. This workbook aims
to increase literacy and is aligned with the New York
State Standards as well as the ACTFL Standards for
World Languages. The biographies and activities are
in Italian, specifically appealing to high school learn-

ers. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 100 pages.
TL467................................................................................................Book, $24.95
TL467CD.............................................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL467DL......................................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

Christen Visceglie

TL467

Una dispensa per insegnanti 
e studenti di lingua italiana

TARGET LANGUAGE

Un'Indagine
sull'Arte Italiana

Un'Indagine
sull'Arte Italiana

L'ITALIA DELL'ARTE
In this beautifully illustrated
book ten masterpieces of art
and architecture serve as the
context for instruction in the
language and culture of Italy.
Including works ranging from
Giotto to Michelangelo to
Boccioni each unit includes
analysis of the works, activi-
ties for reading and listening
comprehension, vocabulary

building, grammar and speaking. Audio CD included.
Softcover, 8"x11-1/2", 96 pages.
DIS1214.....................................Book/Audio CD, $17.95

SALE!

SALE!

SALE!

SALE!



CULTURA ITALIANA 
DI REGIONE IN REGIONE
This lively cultural text covering all 20 regions of
Italy traces three groups of American students as
they travel throughout the country discovering 
the wonders of Italian culture – history, literature,
music, art and geography. The book offers stu-
dents an Italian cultural immersion while enrich-
ing their knowledge of the language through a
broad range of vocabulary. Authentic material is 
used throughout and exercises are provided for

each unit. Softcover, 7"x10", 178 pages.
FAR531...........................................................................................Book, $42.95
FAR555............................................................................... Answer Key, $10.00

Call toll free to place your order 
1-800-Applause (277-5287) I-19

MOSAICO ITALIA
Mosaico Italia offers six units
that are divided into smaller
chapters. It covers the most
essential and characteristic 
topics of Italy, ranging from 
cuisine, to sports, to media, 
to themes related to customs
and special issues. Each topic
is analyzed in-depth through
texts, authentic audio extracts,
and photos. Softcover, 

8"x11-1/2", 160 pages.
EDL2693...Book/Audio CD, $31.95   Sale Price, $25.95

SAPORI D'ITALIA
Sapori d'Italia is a trip through the Italian gas-
tronomic heritage to learn about the dishes, the
most common eating habits, traditions and
regional manufacturing excellence that make
Italian cuisine popular worldwide. The volume
is divided into 8 thematic paths that contain lan-
guage goals for a progression from level A2 to
B2, with an emphasis on fun and collaborative
mode for learning the vocabulary and idiomatic
expressions.  Softcover, 8"x11-1/2", 96 pages.
DIS1177......................Book/Audio CD, $18.95

DIS3189............................................................Teacher’s Guide-Free Online

SENTI CHE STORIA!  
Feel that history! 10 themat-
ic tours to learn about the
history of Italy and the
Italian language starting
from the songs that have
marked the most significant
periods from the Unification
to the present day. Softcover,
8"x11-1/2", 96 pages.
DIS1191....Book/Audio CD,

$18.95
DIS3172..............................Teacher’s Guide-Free Online

Various Teaching Tools
EASY
ITALIAN
ACTIVITIES
(B)
Easy Italian
Activities is a
fun and beauti-
fully illustrated 
activity book
filled with
activities such
as crossword
puzzles, word

searches and entertaining exercises specifi-
cally designed to make learning enjoyable.
Book reviews basic conversational skills,
salutations, the alphabet, numbers 1-20, 
days and months, colors, physical descrip-
tions, food, sports, countries, the city, act-
ivities, major holidays, professions, the
house, weather, time, parts of the body, 
clothing, the family, and includes vocabulary
lists for each subject. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
98 pages.
LFK19.......................................Book, $25.95
LFK19DL ............Download (PDF), $20.95

ANDIAMO FUORI! (B)
"Andiamo Fuori!" is an Italian
language teacher's manual that
provides 40 authentic activities
for enrichment. Students tour the
city and develop linguistic skills
as their route tales them to "la
piazza, la strada, il mercato,
negozio, la galleria d'arte, la
stazione, e mezzi pubblici."
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.
ALM529................Book, $25.95

SALE!

CI VUOLE
ORECCHIO! 
Ci Vuole Orecchio! includes
a wide and various range of
audio tracks, all based on
real life language, that can
be used by students to test
their oral comprehension
skills. Students will find
audio tracks referring to 
different genres as well as 

wide range of stimulating activities devoted to
language comprehension and analysis, with a
strong focus on spoken language. Book/CD Set.
Softcover, 6-1/2"x9-1/2", 48 pages, with a 
70-minute CD.
ALM019........ Level 1-Beginner Book/Audio CD,

$25.95
Sale Price, $22.95

ALM040...Level 2-Intermediate Book/Audio CD,
$25.95

Sale Price, $22.95
ALM071.......Level 3-Advanced Book/Audio CD,

$25.95
Sale Price, $22.95

SALE!
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E RITORNO DA TE 
(MUSIC STUDY PROGRAM)
The Edizioni Farinelli Music Study Program –
the only of its kind – helps intermediate and
advanced students of Italian deepen their knowl-
edge of the language through focused listening to
popular Italian music. This Music study program
text covers 13 of the most popular Laura Pausini
songs. Comprehension exercises, grammar activ-
ities, vocabulary builders. Paperback, 74 pages,
8-1/2"x11", CD included.
FAR115.........................Book/Audio CD, $54.95

EF MUSIC STUDY: 
ITALIA 1988-2012 W/CD 
Lorenzo Jovanotti/Cherubini
11 Jovanotti songs with lyrics.
Contains: Comprehension,
reading, writing, listening and
grammar exercises. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 120 pages.
FAR082......Book/Audio CD,

$54.95
FAR099.............Answer Key,

$14.95

FIABE 
REGIONALI ITALIANE
This book contains a collection
of the best fairy tales of our rich
regional tradition, a fascinating
journey through evocative
places. The reading of these 
stories is a way to keep alive
our unique cultural and histori-
cal heritage. Paperback, 
6-1/2"x9-1/2", 160 pages.
CID9319.........................$18.95

LE FESTE ITALIANE
Le Feste Italiane is a collection of short
readings and activities designed to introduce
students to holidays and festivals celebrated
by Italian speaking  people around the world.
These culture based units also provide exer-
cised for vocabulary development, review of
verb forms, puzzles, games and suggestions
for projects. Softcover, 8"x10", 53 pages.
TL353.......................................Book, $19.95
TL353CD.....................Book on CD, $15.95
TL353DL ............Download (PDF), $13.95

SEI PRONTO ... A COMINCIARE? (B)
This new beginner-level text in the Sei pronto series comes
with two audio CDs recorded by native speakers. Each of
12 units focuses on one specific aspect of contemporary
Italian culture through a wide range of material – editorial
articles, flyers, letters, emails, text messages, advertise-
ments, blogs, telephone conversations and Web excerpts.
All exercises are modeled on AP Italian preparatory/profi-
ciency requirements making the text a useful early gram-
mar review tool for high school students wishing to begin
preparation for the AP Italian exam. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",

186 pages.
FAR586..............................................................................Book/2 Audio CDs, $56.95   
FAR593..........................................................................................Answer Key, $14.95   

SEI PRONTO ... A MIGLIORARE? (I)
This book helps build communicative proficiency in Italian
following the National Standards for Foreign Language
Learning utilizing the 5 Cs — communication, cultures, con-
nections, comparisons and communities. All units focus on
one specific aspect of contemporary Italian culture through a
variety of materials, such as newspaper and magazine arti-
cles, online blogs, advertisements, radio and TV program
excerpts and more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 186 pages.
FAR725......................................Book/2 Audio CDs, $56.95
FAR732..................................................Answer Key, $14.95

SEI 
PRONTO ... 
A PERFEZ-
IONARTI? 
(I-A)
Workbook/lab
manual comple-
ments traditional
textbooks used in
Italian instruction.
It helps build com-

municative proficiency in Italian following
the National Standards for Foreign Language
Learning utilizing the 5 Cs — communica-
tion, cultures, connections, comparisons and
communities. Each of 10 units focuses on
one specific aspect of contemporary Italian
culture through a variety of materials, such
as newspaper and magazine articles, online
blogs, advertisements, radio and TV program
excerpts and more. Unit themes include
Lingua e cultura, Emigrazione, Stereotipi,
Politica e società, Turismo, Tecnologia,
Trasporti, Economia, Ambiente and Salute.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 154 pages. Answer
key included.
FAR500..............Book/2 Audio CDs, $56.95



TEST YOUR
ITALIAN,
LEVEL 1
Test Your Italian
Level 1 is a mul-
tiple-choice book
for beginners.
The book is
divided into
seven sections:
grammar, verb

tenses, culture, vocabulary, useful expres-
sions, true and false, and answers. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 150 pages.
TL433........................................Book, $24.95
TL433CD.....................Book on CD, $19.95
TL433DL   ..........Download (PDF), $17.95
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SPEAKING ACTIVITIES FOR ITALIAN
LEVEL 1
The book is divided into six sections which contain 
varied speaking activities for beginning students of 
Italian. The book aims to develop verbal skills and oral
communication progressively from day one in Italian
class. It is tailored to meet the course goals of the first
level of instruction, yet it is independent from any text-
book. Speaking Activities in Italian develops formulaic
language through the use of charts, short exchanges, 
interviews and role-playing activities. The different tasks

offered in this book can be used in large classes and small settings as well. The book
is divided into six sections: It's all in a card; It's all in a chart; It's all in a picture; 
It's all in an interview; It's all in a field trip; and It's all about role-playing.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 68 pages.
TL412....................................................................................................…Book, $24.95
TL412CD.....................................................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL412DL.............................................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

LE PRIME 
1000 PAROLE
ITALIANE 
(B)
With this book 
students learn the
1000 most frequently
used words in Italian.
Carefully developed
exercises facilitate
mastery of vocab-

ulary.The book includes answer keys. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 128 pages.
ALM017.........................................Book, $21.95

ITALIANO IN PRATICA PER 
COMUNICARE IN OGNI 
SITUAZIONE (B)
This simple ready-to-use guide will help 
beginning students master expressions needed 
to communicate in everyday situations, intro-
ductions, asking the time, giving directions,
talking to a doctor, etc. The book has 20 units
each containing exercises, activities and video
lessons. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 144 pages.
ALM024......................................Book, $21.95

IT'S YOUR TURN TO LEARN...
ITALIAN 20 HANDS-ON 
ITALIAN LESSONS
A beginning Italian language program that is
sequential as it is  presented, but teachers may
change the order of the units as they see fit. Units
include: Greetings/Names; Numbers; Travel 
passport; Days & Months; Telling Time;
Seasons/Weather; Colors; Family; Community;
Food; Clothing; Housing; Leisure Activities;
Sports; The Market; Animals; Health; School
Supplies; Celebrations; and Regions & Capitals.

Answers included. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 91 pages.
TL411......…..............................................................................Book, $24.95
TL411CD..................................................................... Book on CD, $19.95
TL411DL .............................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

IT'S YOUR TURN 
TO LEARN
ITALIAN...
AGAIN!
Contains 15 hands-
on Italian lessons
using the present,
past, future and 
conditional tenses. 
A creative language
experience with 
interviews, puzzles

and projects. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 70 pages.
TL432.................................................Book, $24.95
TL432CD.............................. Book on CD, $19.95
TL432DL ......................Download (PDF), $17.95
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WHAT THE ITALIAN TEACHER 
CANNOT AFFORD TO FORGET
(RULES AND TOOLS) (B-I)
A comprehensive collection of handouts on 
all aspects of language teaching followed 
by suggestions, guidelines, and references
(Rules and Tools). Some are the best of the
old, but many are new, practical, student-
friendly exercises. Find the area in which
your students are weak and select the 
correct practice sheet  annotated according to

year level and subject area in the table of contents. An ideal Desk Top
reproducible book which will improve Oral Work, Reading
Comprehension, Writing Skills , etc. Softcover, 100 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
TL366.............................................................................Book, $24.95
TL366CD...........................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL366DL ..................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

RIFLESSIONI-
35 GUIDED ESSAYS IN ITALIAN
Riflessioni is a series of 35 guided essays in Italian,
arranged in order of difficulty. Each topic provides
vocabulary and sentence structure, guides the style
and content of the paragraphs, and provides an orig-
inal, unified descriptive essay in English. A vocabu-
lary glossary is provided to help students with unfa-
miliar words. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 35 pages.
TL419...................................................Book, $24.95

TL419CD........................................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL419DL ................................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

RIFLESSIONIRIFLESSIONI

TARGET LANGUAGE

TL419

35 GUIDED ESSAYS IN ITALIAN

Paula Carmardella Twomey

 

LET'S WRITE IN ITALIAN!
Let's Write in Italian! is a series of 25 guided essays
in Italian, arranged sequentially to progress from the
present to the past, future and conditional tenses.
Each topic provides vocabulary and sentence struc-
ture, guides the style and content of the paragraphs,
and produces an original, unified descriptive essay
in Italian. A vocabulary glossary is provided to 
help students with unfamiliar words. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 62 pages.

TL434............................................................................................Book, $24.95
TL434CD.........................................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL434DL .................................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

25 DIRECTED 
DIALOGUES 
IN ITALIAN
A level 1 text that prompts students
to write authentic, amusing dia-
logues with vocab-ulary in context.
Dialogues emphasize 4 functions:
social-izing, providing/obtaining 
in-formation, expressing personal
feelings, and persuading. Topics

include greetings, school, family, community, leisure time,
food, clothing, sports, shopping, health, travel, careers,
time/weather and celebrations. Dialogues have 4 exchanges
each. Completed dialogues are modeled in Italian for correc-
tions and revisions. Oral presen-tations are encouraged as the
final step. Scoring rubrics 
included. Each book: Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 50 pages.
TL422................................................Level 1 Book, $24.95
TL422CD..........................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL422DL ..................................Download (PDF), $17.95
TL437..................................................Level 2 Book, $24.95
TL437CD..........................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL437DL ..................................Download (PDF), $17.95

25
DIRECTED
DIALOGUES

IN
ITALIAN

TARGET LANGUAGE

TL422

Dialogues for socializing, exchanging information,
expressing personal feelings, and persuading.

Paula Camardella Twomey 1LEVEL

 

GIOCHI DI PAROLE PER 
LE LEZIONI D’ITALIANO
Students will learn, review, and
increase vocabulary and conver-
sational skills with these entertain-
ing activities and illustrations. The
book comes with vocabulary lists to
accompany a wide variety of games
such as bingo, memory, go fish, sal-
ads, board games, and directions to
explain how to play. Book comes
with fifteen pages of verb and

vocabulary cards in color to play games and review verbs in all
tenses. Suitable for all levels. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 80 pages.
LFK25....................................................................Book, $28.95
LFK25DL .........................................Download (PDF), $23.95

GIOCHI PER 
LE LEZIONI D’ITALIANO
This book of games focuses on basic conver-
sational skills, regular, irregular and reflexive
verbs, family, house, foods, weather, clothing,
daily activities, animals, emotions, expres-
sions with "avere", "piacere", and numbers 1-
10. Games may be played directly from the
book or enlarged and colored to make each
game unique. Book comes with game rules,
review of present tense regular, irregular,
reflexive verbs and 14 games in color.

Suitable for all levels. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 68 pages.
LFK26............................................................................Book, $28.95
LFK26DL .................................................Download (PDF), $23.95

10 FAIRY TALES IN ITALIAN
These 10 mini-dramas can be acted out in
your classroom, improving your students'
vocabulary skills, oral and reading skills
and helping to  develop their critical think-
ing skills. Each fairy tale begins with
vocabulary words and suggested props.
Contains: Riccioli d'Oro e i Tre Orsi,
Cappuccetto Rosso, Cenerentola, La
Piccola Gallina Rossa, L'Omino di 
Pan di Zenzero, I Tre Capri Rochi, I Tre

Porcellini, Biancaneve e i Sette Nani, 
Il Pifferaio Magico, La Bella Addormentata nel Bosco. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 38 pages.
TL429...........................................................................Book, $19.95
TL429CD........................................................ Book on CD, $15.95
TL429DL ................................................Download (PDF), $13.95
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NUOVA GRAMMATICA PRATICA DELLA
LINGUA ITALIANA, LEVEL A1-B2
To meet the needs of teachers and 
students, this revised edition has been enriched
with new exercises, grammatical patterns, test
points and boxes with curiosity and language
tips for self-study. Finally, it has more new than
ever, with new graphics and full color. This
book contains: clear and concise presentation of
the basic grammatical rules through cards and
immediately understandable; agile and graded

exercises, which allow you to quickly and effectively
verify the knowledge acquired; the attention given to more useful forms
and frequent, direct contact with a language practice, authentic, easy to
use. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 280 pages.
ALM474..............................................Book, $34.95       Sale Price, $30.95

ITALIAN DEMYSTIFIED
Beginning with everyday Italian
expressions and a review of 
basic pronunciation, Italian
Demystified, Premium Third
Edition, covers key grammar 
fundamentals such as common
verb tenses, nouns, pronouns and
gender. Step-by-step, you'll build
your Italian vocabulary with
essential words and phrases and

quickly master the language. And with a test at the end of
every chapter, you can check your progress on the way to
mastery in speaking, writing and understanding. Softcover,
7-1/2"x9", 480 pages.
36213................................................................Book, $24.95

GRAMMATICA AVANZATA 
DELLA LINGUA ITALIANA
It contains forms, syntax, intermediate and
advanced style references for both written and
spoken language; when and how to use arti-
cles; the position of adjectives; the use of par-
ticular words (anzi,  magari, mica, addirittura,
macché); noun alteration; tense and mode
agreement to express past, present and future;
atypical constructions ("far fare"), etc. Clear
and comprehensive charts, stimulating exercis-

es rich with information about Italian life style, society, culture, and small
boxes with "clues," tricks and secrets to speak well. Softcover, 8"x11-1/2",
208 pages.
ALM287..............................................Book, $34.95      Sale Price, $28.95

NUOVO CANTA 
CHE TI PASSA
An Italian language course using
songs. This is a totally new edition
with 14 new units based on 14
new songs. It contains: an extra
project section and advice about
how to work on music and songs;
a mini teacher’s guide; and an
Audio CD with the cover of the 
14 songs selected for this edition.

Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 176 pages, with an Audio CD.
ALM818...................................Compact Disk/Book, $49.95

Sale Price, $44.95

ITALIANO
PER MODO 
DI DIRE
Italiano per
modo di dire
presents a wide
range of
idiomatic
expressions,
proverbs and
sayings com-

monly used in the Italian language. The
book's 14 thematic chapters (body, food
and drinks, space and places, crying and
laughing, life and death, animals, religion,
etc.) approach language through exercises
of presentation, analysis and use of
idiomatic expressions and common forms
of spoken language; the intent here is to
develop and improve the students' com-
municative abilities and to provide them
with practical and authentic langauge
tools. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 128 pages
ALM456................................Book, $23.95

Sale Price, $20.95

SALE!

SALE!

SALE!

SALE!

UFFA!
ESPRESSIONI
IDIOMATICHE 
E MOLTO DI
PIU
Uffa! is the first 
text on idioms and
expressions devel-
oped specifically
for high school
students. Through

19 dialogues exploring issues foremost
amoung young people - relationships with
parents, friendship, school exams, choosing a
career and more - students quickly develop
familiarity with Italian idiomatic expres-
sions, and a feel for how to use them in 
conversation and writing. Softcover, 6"x9",
208 pages.
FAR638.................................... Book, $28.95
FAR690..........................Answer key, $10.00

ATTIVITA 
DI 
ASCOLOTO 
A wide range
of listening
activities in
this 2-book
series to 
supplement
text work and
help students

develop listening comprehension and
speaking ability. 30 realistic and stim-
ulating situations applying essential
grammatical concepts involve students 
in comprehension-learning skills through
question-and-answer, fill-in-the-blanks,
note-taking and other activities.
Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 56 pages. 
DIS0179........Book 1/Audio CD, $54.95
DIS1418........Book 2/Audio CD, $54.95
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PASSATO
PROSSIMO E
IMPERFETTO
(B/I)
When and why 
do we have to 
use the passato
prossimo in the
Italian language?
When do we have
to use the imper-

fetto? When do we have to use
them in combination? This clear

and comprehensive book, full of explana-
tions, examples and exercises tries to
answer some of the frequent students’
doubts.Softcover, 7"x9", 112 pages.
ALM161.................................Book, $20.95

PRACTICE
MAKES 
PERFECT, 
ITALIAN
VERB 
TENSES
(B/I)
In addition  
to thorough 
demon-
strations 

of conjugations for regular and irregu-
lar verbs, it features plenty of lively
examples and numerous engaging exer-
cises that help readers remember verb
tenses. And, equally important, it
explains when and why to use them.
Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 294 pages.
04493...............................Book, $14.95

ITALIAN VERB
TENSES   
Barron’s newly
revised Italian lan-
guage workbook
makes an excellent
textbook supplement
for high school and
college-level courses.
Quizzes and exercis-
es focus on verbs and
their correct usage in

Italian, stressing typical examples of usage in
both written sentences and spoken dialogues,
and includes special emphasis on conjugations.
Book includes FREE download of more than 90
minutes of exclusive instructional audio on
Italian verb conjugations. (Formerly Italian Verb
Workbook.) Softcover, 8"x11", 376 pages.
BAR02927.....................................Book, $14.95

IL CONGIUNTIVO 
This book will help 
students to understand why, how
and when to use each verb tense.
It contains easy grammar expla-
nations and lots of examples and
exercises. An answer key is
included. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
160 pages.
ALM723................Book, $25.95

Sale Price, $22.95

I VERBI
ITALIANI
This com-
plete and

effective workbook is entirely dedicated
to the study of Italian verbs. By way of
a flexible learning program, based on
clear and concise tables and varied and
stimulating exercises, the student is
guided towards the discovery of the
tenses and verbal modes of the Italian
language. For all levels. Softcover, 
8-1/2'x11", 176 pages. 
ALM875............................Book, $29.95

Sale Price, $25.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT –
ITALIAN GRAMMAR DRILLS
More than 200 exercises that demonstrate how the
Italian grammar system works, with authentic
examples that illustrate correct grammar usage, a
thorough review section, new to this edition, and
an answer key to give you immediate clarification
on any concept. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 392 pages.
89677............................................................$14.95

GRAMMATICA 
DELLA LINGUA
PER STRANIERI
Grammatica della 
lingua italiana per
stranieri is an easy-to-
use grammar book that
can prove highly bene-
ficial for students who
wish to work on Italian
grammar and review a
specific item, as well as

for those who need a reference grammar book that
offers straight-forward, easy explanations that -
though designed for foreigners - do not appear triv-
ial and oversimplified; a broad range of motivating
exercises in order to practice and improve  their
language skills; a grammar book based on actual,
contemporary language. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
192 pages.
ALM065..........Volume 1 - Beginner Book, $22.95

Sale Price, $20.95
ALM072...Volume 2 - Intermediate Book, $25.95

Sale Price, $22.95

SALE!

SALE!
SALE!

PRACTICE MAKES 
PERFECT – ADVANCED 
ITALIAN GRAMMAR
Take your Italian grammar skills to the
next level and communicate with ease.
Includes the subjunctive and conditional
moods, object pronouns, adverbs, noun 
phrases, clauses, reflexive and progres-
sive verbs, prepositional phrases and
complex sentence structures. Softcover,
7"x9", 184 pages.
76492.................................Book, $15.95

Call toll free to place your order 
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
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NEW 
ITALIAN 
GRAMMAR 
IN 
PRACTICE
This easy-to-
use revised
edition is 
perfect for
English speak-
ing students
who wish to

review and practice Italian grammar. It
contains all levels from elementary to
advanced. This edition features a wide
range of additional content such as new
exercises, grammar tips, tests, useful
expressions and structures. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 256 pages. 
ALM288..............................Book, $34.95

Sale Price, $29.95

THE ULTIMATE ITALIAN REVIEW
AND PRACTICE   
The Ultimate Italian Review and Practice
offers: clear, concise explan-ations of all the
grammar topics, illustrated with examples
from everyday life; more than 350 exercises
with an answer key to help you master Italian
grammar and vocabulary; vocabulary boxes
providing the terms and expressions that will
increase your ability to express yourself; and
cultural notes enhancing the effectiveness of
the grammar exercises while acquainting

learners with contemporary Italy. Paperback, 7"x10", 434 pages.
94878......................................................................................Book, $15.95

GRAMMATICHIAMO 
IN ITALIANO-LEVEL 1    
Grammatichiamo in italiano!
(Level 1) is a valuable resource
for teachers that can easily be
utilized to supplement any Italian
language course. Each grammar
topic is explained in simple
English, while emphasizing simi-
larities and differences between
English and Italian. Immediately
following each explanation are

practice exercises making use of basic Italian vocabulary. In
addition, an answer key is provided at the end of the volume.
Spiralbound. 8-1/2" x 11", 162 pages.
TES98354..........................................................Book, $44.95

GRAMMATICHIAMO 
IN ITALIANO-LEVEL 2    
A valuable resource for teachers
and students studying Italian at
the high school or college level.
Each grammar topic is explained
in English, while emphasizing
similarities and differences
between English and Italian.
Practice exercises follow each
explanation. Basic Italian vocab-
ulary is used in the exercises. An

answer key is also provided. Reproducible student pages.
Spiralbound. 8-1/2" x 11", 168 pages.
TES99467..........................................................Book, $49.95

GRAMMA-MIA!
GrammaMia! is an Italian grammar with 
exercises for foreign students 11-14. This text is
the first approach to Italian grammar. Through
clear and essential charts, all the main rules of
the language are explained. In addition, exercis-
es, quizzes and games are provided, which train
the students in the practice of Italian, give them
information on Italian life, society, culture,
geography and history. Particular attention is
paid to the lexical fields most often explored by
young people, also giving to the students many

communicative tools. Softcover, 192 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM18X.....................................................................Student Book, $34.95

Sale Price, $29.95
ALM279.....................................................Teacher's Manual, Free Download

PRACTICE
MAKES 
PERFECT: 
COMPLETE
ITALIAN 
GRAMMAR
Practice Makes
Perfect: Complete
Italian Grammar is
the go-to guide for
clear, precise expla-
nations of all aspects

of Italian grammar: from the present tense of
regular verbs to direct object pronouns, from 
the use of the impersonal si to the difference
between demonstratives of nearness and farness.
This comprehensive guide will also give you
plenty of practice in using your language skills.
And this new edition is accompanied by flash-
cards and audio recordings, available online and
via app, that will provide a new dimension ad
flexibility to your study. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
306 pages. 
87726..............................................Book, $17.95

ITALIAN GRAMMAR–
QUICK STUDY GUIDE
This two-panel reference guide is
color coded to present information in
an easy-to-use outline format. Each 
8-1/2"x11" panel is laminated and
three hole-punched. This grammar
guide helps the student find informa-
tion quickly, helping to raise grades
and make study time more efficient.
BCI6269...................................$4.95

SALE!

SALE!
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PRACTICE
MAKES 
PERFECT:
ITALIAN 
SENTENCE
BUILDER
You know
Italian vocab-
ulary. You
know Italian
grammar. Now
put these

pieces together and perfect your writing
skills. Practice Makes Perfect: Italian
Sentence Builder shows you how to use
your knowledge of the language to create
well-structured sentences to communicate
effectively in Italian. You'll progress grad-
ually from putting words together into
clauses to writing original sentences to
creating whole paragraphs. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 162 pages.
00354....................................Book, $13.95

PRACTICE
MAKES
PERFECT:
BASIC
ITALIAN
(B)
The key to
Practice
Makes
Perfect: Basic
Italian is how
manageable

the grammar and vocabulary are present-
ed to you. You're not overwhelmed by it
all! Supported by engaging exercises,
these 50 units cover all aspects of gram-
mar and vocabulary, giving  you a solid
foundation in the language. Each unit is
three pages in length, and you can expect
to be completed with each in 10 to 15
minutes. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
208 pages.
34687...................................Book, $13.95

PRACTICE
MAKES
PERFECT:
ITALIAN
READING
AND 
COMPREHEN-
SION (I) 
Using authentic
texts from Italian-
speaking culture,
Practice Makes

Perfect: Italian Reading and Comprehension
enables you to enhance your vocabulary with
new terms and expressions. Each unit features
authentic Italian-language material--newspaper
and magazine articles, websites, and more--
giving you a real taste of how the language is
used, as well as insights into the culture. Word
lists and grammar sections specific to the read-
ings support your learning along the way.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 312 pages.
98952…........................................Book, $15.95

LE PREPOSIZIONI ITALIANE 
GRAMMATICA-ESERCIZI-
GIOCHI
This comprehensive and detailed exercise
book is dedicated entirely to the study of
Italian prepositions. The text is designed
for elementary, intermediate and advanced
level students. Softcover, 6-1/2"x9", 
112 pages.
ALM271...............................Book, $24.95

Sale Price, $20.95

PRACTICE MAKES
PERFECT –
ITALIAN
CONVERSATION
Of course you'll get plenty 
of practice, practice, practice
using your new conversa-
tional skills. Each dialogue 
is followed by a variety of
exercises that not only give
you the opportunity to put
new concepts into action 

but also encourage you to construct personalized 
conversations. These lessons will reassure even the
most hesitant speakers that they too can achieve a 
confident--and spontaneous-speaking style. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 164 pages.
26207.......................................................Book, $17.95

SEQUENZE-ITALIAN 
THROUGH CONTEMPORARY FILM 
This book contains: Deep analyses of short clips 
carefully selected from 10 award-winning, 21st 
century Italian films; Discussion of contemporary
Italian society -- influence of the church, changes 
in society, politics, immigration, unemployment, 
and the pervasive influence of commercial TV; 
Pre-viewing and post-viewing exercises; original 
literature; grammar explanations of each unit. Films:
Habemus papam, Mine vaganti, La ragazza del lago,

Ricordati di me, Giorni e nuvole, La grande bellezza, Il capitale umano,
Buongiorno Notte, Io sono li, and Le chiavi di casa. (NOTE: The text 
does not include a DVD with the films.) Paperback, 7"x10", 232 pages.
FAR198.......................................................................................Book, $64.95
FAR204...........................................................................Answer Key, $16.95

SALE!

I PRONOMI ITALIANI
GRAMMATICA-ESERCIZI-
GIOCHI
A book which combines clarity and order
with the practical benefits of an exercise
book. More than one hundred exercises,
games and activities, and dozens of work
sheets to clarify the use of pronouns in 
the Italian language. Softcover, 6-1/2"x9",
96 pages.
ALM219...............................Book, $24.95

Sale Price, $20.95SALE!
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GIOCARE CON LA SCRITTURA
Set out in 20 teaching units of progressive difficulty, the 
text encourages students to write in an entertaining and
relaxed atmosphere, thus stimulating creativity and imagi-
nation. At the same time, it guides the student along a
route of different writing styles, providing tools for recog-
nizing and reusing communi-cative strategies and tech-
niques in  an effective and more liberal way on the basis 
of the various authentic texts offered: postcards, letters,
descriptions, stories, news articles, articles about the
Italian way of life, editorials, biographies, presentations,
advertising, comic books, recipes, instructions. Softcover,
128 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM88X.................................................Book, $29.95

Sale Price, $25.95

SCRIVIAMO INSIEME! 1 
Scriviamo insieme! 1 consists of 
12 units that explain how to: make
a list or fill out a form; write a 
formal or informal message, an 
e-mail or a postcard; communicate
in a chat; describe a person, a fami-
ly or a house; and tell a story using
the present or the past tense. The
volume, in full color, aims at teach-
ing the student techniques and
strategies to develop and express

their own ideas with originality, clarity and style. Softcover, 
6-1/2"x9", 80 pages.
EDL3124...........80 page Book 1, $24.95     Sale Price, $19.95
EDL8099.........140 page Book 2, $26.95     Sale Price, $20.95

SCRIVI BENE!  WRITING 
EFFECTIVELY IN ITALIAN    
This text provides guidance on how to
choose the correct adjectives, adverbs, verbs
and prepositions to ensure proper written
Italian. Through clear, straightforward
strategies, it takes students through a sys-
tematic learning journey that enables them
to compose effectively in various forms 
of Italian writing, for example, annuncio,
biografia, corrispondenza formale, CV,
email, testo argomentativo, and more.

Controllo finale at the end of each chapter. Paperback, 7"x10", 
232 pages.
FAR174.................................................................................Book, $64.95
FAR181.....................................................................Answer Key, $16.95

SCRABBLE  
(ITALIAN 
VERSION) 
(B-A)
The all-time
favorite word game,
now available in
Italian as a supple-

ment to foreign  language education. Spell words to
score points. Excellent for vocabulary-building and
spelling practice. Letters are supplied in the proper
mix for use in the Italian language. (Board, 
120 tiles, 4 racks).
PSCI.....................................................Game, $44.95

SALE!

SALE!

MUNDIAL
GOAL
The big day
has come,
the challenge
is about to
begin, the
most suc-
cessful play-
ers in the his-

tory of football will compete for the most
coveted medal, that of Mundial Goal. Are
you a football (soccer) expert? Challenge
your friends with a game that integrates sta-
tistics, news, knowledge of football and fun,
all in Italian. The game contains board, 72
illustrated player cards, scorecards, chips,
goal cards and more. For 1-6 players.
(Limited Quantities.) 
SIE6485...................................Game, $34.95

SEGNA TOMBOLA 
E CANCELLA
Classic Italian game, Segna Tombola 
e Cancella uses 10 special erasable
markers with which to mark the 
numbers drawn. Contains: A display
board, 48 folders, 90 pieces, 10 
erasable markers and a bag for 
numbers. For ages: 6-99 years.
(Limited Quantities.)
SIE3491........................Game, $39.95

INSIDE OUT 
IL GIOCO DELLE EMOZIONI  
Students improve their Italian while
playing this board game inspired by
the Disney movie Inside Out. Game
is intended for 3-5 players and con-
tains: playing board, characters, 
spinner, tokens, playing cards,
instructions and more.
(Limited Quantities.) 
SIE2806......................Game, $44.95



IL GIOCO
DELL'OCA: 
UN GIOCO
PER GRANDI 
E PICCINI  
Here is a brand
new version of 
"Il Gioco
dell'Oca" a once

popular board game. There are two variations: one
based on classic fairytales and the other on fables.
(Limited Quantities.)
SIE6876................................................Game, $16.95
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LINGUA LUDICA-
ITALIAN 
Lingua Ludica is a question and
answer card game that will help
you learn and improve your
Italian. It can be used for 2-16
players and takes 30-40 minutes
to complete. It contains 180 
double-sided playing cards (level

1 & 2) in 6 categories; 6 cover cards (indicating the 6 categories); 1 hourglass 
(1 minute) and 1 die. The winner is the first team or player that collects a card
from each of the six different categories.
LIN040...............................................................................................Game, $29.95

PICCOLO GENIO
VOCABOLANDO 
Vocabulario is a fun and easy
board game specifically
designed to build vocabulary
and reading skills. Correct
answers to questions in 
Italian allow students to
advance their game pieces.
Contains: game board, 64
question cards, spinner, 4
player pieces, 16 tokens.
(Limited Quantities.)
SIE6899..........Game, $29.95

SUPER GEOPUZZLE:
QUATTRO 
FANTASTICI PUZZLE
PER CONOSCERE 
IL MONDO
Contains four separate jigsaw
puzzles each with 120 pieces.
The topics are 1) Animals of
the world, 2) The European
Continent, 3) A political map 
of Italy, 4) A physical map of
Italy. (Limited Quantities.)
SIE3742..........Game, $19.95

LA TORRE DI PISA
La Torre di Pisa is a three-dimensional 
quality puzzle that is easy to assemble, 
realistic, ideal for lovers of great architec-
ture. Also included in the kit is an infor-
mative brochure written in Italian that 
will help students learn the history of 
the monument. (Limited Quantities.)
SIE4813............................ Puzzle, $24.95

1000 DOMANDE
This entertaining electronic game 
contains 1000 questions covering basic
Italian vocab-ulary: words, numbers, 
animals, alphabet, objects, syllables, 
colors, and shapes. Includes a 36-page
book, that asks questions based on edu-
cational topics. Students respond using
the Super-Carrot electronic pen. This is
the latest in electronic game teaching.

(Limited Quantities.)
SIE5032.......................................................................Game, $39.95

GENIO
QUIZ 5000    
Genio Quiz
5000 is a
question and
answer
board game
that helps
make learn-
ing fun. The

game contains more than 5000 questions, riddles,
trivia and proverb card plus a game board, spinner,
cards stand, rules and more. (Limited Quantities.)
SIE2951............................................Game, $39.95

ITALIAN LANGUAGE 
FLASHCARDS (B)
These flashcards contain illustrations 
of objects and scenes which portray the
most commonly taught subjects during
the first year of any foreign language
instruction. The back of each card iden-
tifies the object in English, Spanish,
French, German, Italian, Russian, and
Japanese. Includes the following topics:

classroom objects, school subjects, numbers, house, family, occupations,
foods and table setting, the body, clothing, time, colors, weather and 
seasons, days and months, sports and recreation, transportation, animals,
shops, and places in town. Includes Digital Version on DVD with
Reference Guide.
EMC64781.....................................Box of 400 Laminated Cards, $299.95
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LANG-O-LEARN FLASHCARDS
Each card set features bright, colorful, and current
photographic images for teaching basic language
skills. Cards are labeled on the reverse. Durable
cardstock with glossy, protective varnish. Each
card measures 4-3/4"x3-1/4".
SLM2......................Animal, 30 Card Set, $12.99
SLM7.................Body Parts, 20 Card  Set,  $9.99
SLM4......................Clothing, 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM5.....Everyday Objects, 50 Card Set,  $19.99
SLM1...........................Food, 50 Card Set, $19.99
SLM13....... Fruits & Veggies. 20 Card Set, $9.99

SLM6..................................................Insects & Bugs, 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM12.................................................... Occupations, 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM10....................................................On the Farm, 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM8....................................................................Pets, 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM9..............................................................Sea Life, 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM11.............................................Shapes & Colors, 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM3..............................................................Vehicles. 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM999 .......................................................................All 13 Sets, $149.99

BIG PHOTO FLASHCARDS (B)
New images, bigger-than-ever cards, updated word lists
- everything you asked for! Flashcards and bingo games
with 32 topic-related vocabulary words. The flashcards
are a full 8"x11" with vocab in English, Italian, Spanish,
French, and German, plus a blank space to add your
own language on the back. We've even included a repro-
ducible study sheet for the students.
TDE1411...............................................Animals, $20.95
TDE1401..........................................Body Parts, $20.95
TDE1405...............................Classroom Nouns, $20.95
TDE1408..............................................Clothing, $20.95
TDE1520.................................................Family, $20.95
TDE1407....................................................Food, $20.95
TDE1409....................................................Fruit, $20.95
TDE1412...........................................Household, $20.95
TDE1402..........................................Professions, $20.95
TDE1522..............................Season & Weather, $20.95
TDE1521 ....................................................Time, $20.95
TDE1404....................................Transportation, $20.95

fruttaIta
lia
n

ITALIAN VOCABULARY 
FLASH CARDS 
Box contains 1,000 2"x3" cards
with English to Italian transla-
tions. A perfect way to learn
the Italian language.  Tabbed

by topic to find words fast.
BCI7856........................................................................Box of Cards, $14.95

SET OF ALL 12
TDE6000.............................. $229.00

PREPARA 
LA VALIGIA (B)
In this entertaining game 
players pack a suitcase using
all the items on a list. The
game helps students learn,
practice and correctly use
words associated with clothing
and accessories. Contains: 
a deck of 66 photo-cards, a
deck of 66 cards with clues 
and scores, an hourglass and
instructions.
DIS9303............Game, $24.95

LA LISTA 
DELLA SPESA (B)
In this game the players try to
be the first to purchase all the
items on their shopping list. 
The game can also be played 
as a bingo game. Contains 66
cards showing food and drink,
36 shopping lists that can also
be used as bingo cards, instruc-
tions, suggestions for further
activities, quizzes, recipes 
and figures of speech related
to food.
DIS3660............Game, $24.95

IL REGNO ANIMALE (B)
In this card game players must recognize and collect 
the most number of animals, divided into categories.
Photographic playing cards and bingo grids are used in 
the bingo game and for other group games, encouraging
learning, revision and the correct use of basic Italian.
Contains: 66 photographic cards, 36 grids for bingo and
other games, a guide with instructions and suggestions.
DIS2808.....................................................Game, $24.95
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L'ISOLA 
DELLE 
PREPO-
SIZIONI
(B)  
In this
game 
players are

asked to identify the char-acters and objects in
the illustration. In doing so they develop an
understanding of the use of prepositions and
accompanying articles. Contains a colorful
board with an illustration of the island, a deck
of 66 cards, 60 coins, instructions, solutions
and suggestions for further activities.
DIS3615…..................................Game, $24.95

FESTEGGIAMO! (B-I)
Festeggiamo! is a game of dominoes
that helps make learning verb forms 
fun. It also develops students' vocabu-
lary and familiarizes them with aspects
of Spanish culture using the theme of a
free time activity: a garden party. The
game consists of 48 domino pieces and
an instruction booklet including the rules
and ideas for further activities.
DIS4750.......................................$24.95

VIAGGIO ITALIA (B-I)
In Viaggio in Italia players can develop
their knowledge of Italy by simulating an
actual road trip. The game consists of a
board that maps out a route through Italy.
The "travelers" learn about cities and points
of interest as well as customs and festivals.
There are 2 decks of 66 cards that contain
questions about grammar, geography,
idioms, vocabulary, history and riddles. The
instruction manual contains rules, sugges-
tions for other activities, information about
cities and Internet sites.
DIS4651.................................Game, $24.95

CAMPIONATO D'ITALIANO (B-I)
Test your knowledge of Italian and Italy
with this exciting game which expands 
the student's language learning experience
through questions concerning culture, tradi-
tions, geography, the environment, idioms
and leisure activities. Contains an illustrated
board, 2 decks of 66 cards (2 levels of 
difficulty), 60 colorful stickers, a die and
instructions.
DIS3714.................................Game, $24.95 ITALIAN PHOTO BINGO

The bingo games are 8"x11" and
include 36 full-color game cards.
Bingo images are over 1 inch
square and have the classic "free
space" in the middle. Great for
reinforcement! All are made with
environment-friendly cardstock
and include a reclosable plastic
envelope for storage.
TDG556.............Animals, $23.95
TDG546........Body Parts, $23.95
TDG550.........Classroom Nouns, 

$23.95
TDG553............Clothing, $23.95
TDG586...............Family, $23.95
TDG552..................Food, $23.95
TDG554..................Fruit, $23.95
TDG557.........Household, $23.95
TDG547........Professions, $23.95
TDG588.......Season & Weather,  

$23.95
TDG587...................Time, $23.95
TDG549.............Transportation,  

$23.95
SET OF ALL 12
TDG5000.........................$260.00

BINGO
CHIPS
A pack-
age of
approxi-
mately

300 bingo chips.
SDL500............................... $4.95

CHI È?
(B)
The aim of
this card
game is to
teach
and/or

review the vocabulary involved in describing
people. Each player draws a card with the
description of a person on it. The other players
must then ask yes/no questions to figure out
the identity of the mystery person. The accom-
panying instructions provide suggestions for
many variations of the game. Contains 2
packages of 33 cards and instructions.
DIS1741......................................Game, $24.95

SEGUI L'INDIZIO (B)
How much do students know about Italy
and what is typically Italian? Teach them
about people, places, products and points 
of interest while building language skills.
Contains 66 photographic cards and 
instructions.
DIS9358............................Game, $24.95
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TOMBOLA DEI VERBI (B)
This game is designed to provide review and
practice of verbs included in basic vocabulary.
Students are asked to match written words
with the appropriate pictures. The accompany-
ing instructions provide suggestions for many
variations of the game. Contains 66 cards, 36
game boards and instructions.
DIS1796....................................Game, $24.95

DOMANDE E RISPOSTE (B-I)
This game is designed to help students learn and
practice interrogative pronouns and adjectives. 
It consists of a brightly colored poster of an
amusement park, cards with pictures of the peo-
ple and things in the park and dice with question
words. The instructions include suggestions and
ideas for using the game in class. Contains 1
poster, 1 die, 66 cards and instructions.
DIS1697........................................Game, $24.95

L'INVENTAFRASE
This entertaining game helps 
students learn and use verb forms
and tenses. Players also develop
vocabulary and language skills 
associated with expressions of time.
Contains a colorful playing board,
66 cards, dice and instructions.
DIS6784....................Game, $24.95

DOMANDE A CATENA (B-I)
Domande a Catena is an entertaining game in
which players have to match answers with the
appropriate questions as quickly as possible. The
person who first gets the correct answer then reads
the next question. This fast and fun game consists
of 2 decks of 66 cards and an instruction manual

containing rules of play, suggestions for other activities, Internet sites and a selection of
tongue twisters. Domande a Catena is great for building vocabulary, practicing ques-
tions and verb forms, and developing communication skills through mini-dialogues.
DIS4705................................................................................................Game, $24.95

L'ITALIA  
The cleverly illustrated text
accompanying this 108 piece
jigsaw puzzle teaches students
about regions, cities, monu-
ments, flora, fauna and land-
scapes of Italy. Contains a 30-
page book in Italian and a
puzzle that, when assembled,

is a political map of Italy. (Limited Quantities.)
SIE4066…...........................................Game, $24.95

IL GRANDE GIOCO DEI VERBI (B-I)
A great new game to help conjugate verbs.
Each student chooses a card showing a verb 
in the infinitive, throws 3 dice (pronouns,
tense determiners, verbal forms), then builds 
a sentence according to the outcome. 100
cards, 3 dice plus Teacher's Guide.

DIS3149.......................................................................................Game, $24.95

IL PIANETA IN
GIOCO (I)
A card game with an
illustrated playing board.
Players must move along
a path that contains 
information about an 

eco-friendly lifestyle (recycling, energy conservation,
eco-friendly consumption) in order to reach the finish
square. Contains: a playing board, a die, 60 photo
cards, 72 game cards, and an instruction booklet.
DIS2853....................................................Game, $24.95

200+ GAMES FOR 
THE FOREIGN 
LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
This excellent book is crammed full
of games that can be played in any
foreign language classroom. Covers
body parts, classroom objects,
clothing, countries/cities, days,
months, weather, family, food,

grammar. home, numbers, prepositions/directions, time,
alphabet, animals, colors, commands, conversation, cul-
ture, and greetings, Formerly published as 100+ Games
and 100+ More Games for the Foreign Language
Classroom. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 64 pages.
CAR3529........................................................Book, $19.95
CAR3529CD......................................Book on CD, $17.95
CAR3529DL..............................Download (PDF), $14.95

IL DOMINO DELLA GIORNATA (B-I)
48 cards provide players with fun ways to 
recognize and conjugate 48 base verbs in past,
present and future tenses. Students match pic-
tures and words putting verbs into the correct
tense. 48 cards, Teacher's Guide.
DIS3041......................................Game, $24.95

COME STAI? (I)
A card game with an illustrated playing board.
Players have to reach the finish line by over-
coming a series of trials relating to the body,
well-being, and a healthy lifestyle, such as
simple physical exercise. Contains: A play-
ing board, a numbered die, a die with 

colored faces (yellow, blue, orange, purple, red, green), 132 game cards
divided into six categories, and an instruction booklet containing ideas
for extra activities.
DIS2754......................................................................................Game, $24.95
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LEVEL 1 - 
AP ITALIAN
TRACK
WITH 
AUDIO CD
First of its kind
in an AP Italian
track series
from Edizioni
Farinelli to pre-
pare students

for Italian AP. 10 themed chapters, 80
practice exercises modeling the AP exam,
vocabulary builders, level 1 grammar and
audio CD recorded by native speakers. 
8-1/4" x 10-3/4", 120 pages, Softcover.
FAR614...............Workbook/Audio CD, 

$36.95

AP ITALIAN
TRACK –
LEVEL 2
Contains 10
themed units cov-
ering  hobbies to
sports and back to
school to home &
furnishings. There
are 80 practice
exercises that

model the actual AP exam including listening,
reading, writing, culture and the two speaking
components. The Appendix contains vocabu-
lary for each unit as well as six sample essays
and suggested responses for the picture
sequence and directed response questions.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 128 pages.
FAR652....................Workbook/Audio CD, 

$36.95

AP
ITALIAN
TRACK –
LEVEL 3
WITH 
AUDIO
CD
Contains 10
themed chap-
ters ranging
from Italian

industries to Italian festivals to help stu-
dents acquire cultural knowledge about
Italy. Includes 80 practice exercises in 
the same format as the actual AP exam,
including Listening, Reading, Writing,
Culture and the two Speaking compo-
nents. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 128 page
book, with Audio CD.
FAR676.............Workbook/Audio CD, 

$36.95

Ace the AP Exam Series

ACE THE AP ITALIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE EXAM (4th EDITION)    
This workbook with 2 audio CDs is the 4th edition of Ace the AP and was developed for
the NEW AP Italian exam to be given in May 2012. It includes five lessons covering all
aspects of the exam, plus strategies and relevant vocabulary. It also includes a complete
practice exam and transcriptions for all audio (more than 2 hours). All six themes and
sub-topics are covered around which the College Board is structuring the new exam.
Softcover, 8-1/2'x11", 208 pages.
FAR235....................................................................................Book/2 Audio CD’s, $46.95
FAR242.................................................................................................Answer Key, $19.95

Ace the AP Exam Series

DA ZERO
A CENTO
Da zero a
cento offers a
wide variety 
of tests with
scores to
assess fluency 
in Italian.
Each test
includes more 

exercises (integrated fill-in-the-blanks,
cloze, multiple choice, unscramble the
sentence, transformation, etc.) and aims
at verifying the various skills with an
integrated approach (communicative,
textual, socio-cultural, grammar, etc.).
Softcover, 176 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM031............................Book, $29.95

Sale Price, $24.95

TEACHING
AND 
LEARNING 
ITALIAN:
PRACTICE
TESTS
Contains practice
tests to help 
students increase
oral proficiency,
review grammar,

and improve reading comprehension. It was
designed to further prepare students for stan-
dardized and departmental exams, by providing
them with an evaluation of their strengths and
weaknesses. The practice tests can be used as 
a classroom activity or can be done by the 
students in their own time. Each test takes 3 
to 15 minutes to complete, depending on the
length and complexity. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 
100 pages.
TL368.....................................Book, $24.95
TL368CD..................Book on CD, $19.95
TL368DL..........Download (PDF), $17.95

DOMANDAMI
QUELLO CHE
VUOI     
This book is 
divided into 
several topics and
related questions
appropriate for
middle and high
school students 
of Italian. The

questions on each topic can be used as 
guiding questions for a presentation or 
essay writing. Moreover, they can be used
for pair-work so that students interview 
each other and learn about each other. The 
questions are a good way of introducing a
topic or wrapping up a unit. Softbound, 
8-1/2"x11", 66 pages.
TL420....................................Book, $24.95
TL420CD..................Book on CD, $19.95
TL420DL..........Download (PDF), $17.95
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UN TESORO DI ESERCIZI 
SIMPATICI (B-I)
96 worksheets of creative, fun activi-
ties based on more than 100 topics of
interest to students. These "change
from the usual" reproducible masters
deal with vocabulary review and
improvement. They include reading,
writing, and grammar exercises and
also provide for lively conversations.
For first and second year levels in 

high school. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 100 pages.
TL363...................................................................Book, $24.95
TL363CD................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL363DL.........................................Download (PDF), $17.95

THE ITALIAN TEACHER'S BOOK
OF LISTS - STRATEGIES AND 
REPRODUCTIONS (B-A)
Ready-to-use activities, worksheets, 
organizational hints, solutions to problems,
and strategies that will make your teaching
easier and more effective.  Everything you
need to teach Italian! 170 pages, 27 sections
of reproducible lessons on a wide variety of
topics; practical guidelines for most aspects 
of teaching; and fun fillers you can use from

the first day to the advanced levels. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 164 pages.
TL364................................................................................ Book, $24.95
TL364CD..............................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL364DL.......................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

CROSSWORD PUZZLES 
IN ITALIAN
Increase your students' vocabulary; review basic
grammar; learn a little culture; change the pace
of instruction; and do something different! These
reproducible puzzles may be used to supplement
any first-or second-year Italian text. They may
also be used for review during the more
advanced years. The grammar concepts and
vocabulary used are basic and are found in most
beginning texts for grades 8-12. The back of 

this collection also includes a special "sample review section." Remember:
you can never do enough review. Puzzle answers included. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 80 pages.
TL370....................................................................................Book, $24.95
TL370CD.................................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL370DL..........................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

101
QUICK 
& FUN 
VOCAB-
ULARY

ENRICHMENT EXERCISES 
IN ITALIANO
Quick exercises to supplement and
add variety to all levels of Italian
classes! To be started orally  with
class and teacher and then filled in by
students. They are marvelous openers
and closers, and great fillers for oral
or written work. Attractively illustrat-
ed copy masters. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 68 pages.
TL365.............................Book, $24.95
TL365CD.......... Book on CD, $19.95
TL365DL...Download (PDF), $17.95

TEACHING ITALIAN
BEYOND THE TEXTBOOK 
(B-I)
103 reproducible Ready-to-Use pages 
to help you teach beyond the textbook
with minimum prep. 60 topics to relieve
classroom boredom. Dozens of story
starters to motivate creative oral and
written expression. Workbook activities
for communication (both oral and writ-
ten), reading, vocabulary improvement,

and cultural exercises. Some handouts are structured, others more
open-ended; some amusing, others serious. Truly something for
every taste. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 110 pages.
TL367.....................................................................Book, $24.95
TL367CD..................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL367DL...........................................Download (PDF), $17.95

ITALIAN
VOCABU-
LARY
DRILLS  
This book fea-
tures essential
Italian words
grouped into
similar themes
such as daily
life, food,

house and home, travel, holidays, tech-
nology, arts, and the economy, helping
you grasp meanings and remember
terms more easily. The unique presenta-
tion of vocabulary in context bridges the
gap between words and conversation.
You can practice your new vocabulary
with more than 100 written exercises,
including fill-in-the-blank, matching,
translation, and composition. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 230 pages.
23777.................................Book, $13.95

L'ITALIANO 
CON LE
PAROLE 
CROCIATE  
This collection of
Italian crosswords
is a three volume

series of activities for secondary students
that now include a new interactive compo-
nent. The CD-ROM automatically generates
new crosswords based on lists of words,
corrects errors and assigns a final score to
the student. Each Book: Softcover, 7"x10",
80 pages.
DIS0729..............Book 1/CD-ROM, $14.95
DIS9082..............Book 2/CD-ROM, $14.95
DIS9228..............Book 3/CD-ROM, $14.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com



PLASTI-
CIZED 
TWO-SIDED 

PHYSICAL/POLITICAL WALL MAP
OF ITALY (38"x54")
Beautiful full-color map made of plasticized
material which may be marked with crayon
and cleaned. Hanger attachment facilitates
hanging. All text in Italian.
PED443...............................................$69.95
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MAP OF
ITALY
Ideal for
reference
or display,
this finely
detailed
political
map fea-
tures
National
Geo-
graphic's 

distinctive cartographic style, with
colorful boundaries and beautiful
shaded relief. 34"x23", laminated.
NG50273..................................$19.95

ITALIAN FLAG
POSTER
Description of the flag
with historical information
and lyrics of the Italian
Anthem in both languages.
LBP1038..................Large  
Poster (17"x24"), $14.95

PLEDGE OF 
ALLEGIANCE POSTER
Teach your students to recite

the Pledge of Allegiance in Italian. This large three-color poster provides 
the translation of the Pledge into Italian.
TL293.........................................................................................Poster, $7.95

ITALIAN POSTERS
Roma: Monumento a Vittorio 
Emanuele II, 25"x18"
ESP2..............................................$12.95
Roma: Il Tevere e Castel Sant'Angelo, 
25"x18"
ESP3..............................................$12.95
Venezia: IL Ponte dei sospiri, 18"x25"
ESP18............................................$12.95
Firenze: L'Arno e il Ponte Vecchio, 
25"x18"
ESP4..............................................$12.95
Firenze: Santa Croce, 25"x18"
ESP5..............................................$12.95
Fontana di Trevi, 25"x18"
ESP16............................................$12.95

Roma: IL Colosseo, 38"x36"
ESP428..............................................$19.95
Firenze: Panorama, 38"x26"
ESP756..............................................$19.95
Firenze: 
Piazza della Signoria, 26"x38"
ESP754..............................................$19.95
Pisa: La Torre Pendente, 18"x25"
ESP13................................................$12.95

IL Foro Romano, 18"x25"
ESP1..................................................$12.95
Roma: Piazza Navona, 25"x18"
ESP15................................................$12.95
Assisi: Basilica di San Francesco, 25"x18"
ESP6..................................................$12.95
Piazza San Pietro, 38"x26"
ESP426..............................................$19.95
Roma: Trinita dei Monti, 25"x18"
ESP22................................................$12.95
Milano: Il Duomo, 38"x26"
ESP755..............................................$19.95

  

   

  

 

   

    

   

  

   
 

    

 
   

  

   

   
   

  
    

 

        

  

   

  

 

   

    

   

  

   
 

    

 
   

  

   

   
   

  
    

 

        

LBP1039..............Small  
Poster (11"x17"), $8.95

CANTI, RITMI 
E RIME
Chants, Rhythms and
Rhymes for the
Italian Classroom.
Canti, Ritmi e Rime
is an exciting, revolu-
tionary way of teach-
ing and reinforcing
Italian through chants
set to catchy tunes or

penetrating beats. The chants teach both the-
matic topics (family, weather, house, body,
countries, fruits, and occupations), and also
grammatical points like commands, preposi-
tions, object pronouns, past tense with essere
and avere. These Canti are catchy and fun, but
more importantly they are extremely effective
and educational.
VP1879......................Book/Audio CD, $29.95
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CLASSROOM RULES 
IN ITALIAN
Six signs printed on 8-1/2"x11" 
card stock set the tone and standards
for your classroom. Use positive
messages to let students know what
you expect.       

TL51.........................................................................................$6.95

MORE  CLASSROOM RULES 
IN ITALIAN
Six new signs printed on 
8-1/2"x11" card stock give standards
for behavior and study skills.
Posting your expectations in Italian
is true authentic instruction!

TL102.......................................................................................$6.95

WORLD
FOOD 
MARKETS:
ITALY

Experience the sights and sounds of Italian food 
markets! Join chef and award-winning cookbook author
Paulette Mitchell on a tour of Italian food markets.
Filmed in Italy, viewers will be taken on a culinary
journey to discover the fresh produce and ingredients
that flavor Italian cuisine. English. 2009 (26 min.)
LZX802024.................DVD & Activity Packet, $59.95

ITALY FOODS POSTER
Say "Ciao!" to the foods of Italy! This
poster displays an array of traditional
Italian foods and ingredients. A variety
of common dishes and ingredients are
identified and defined. Some ingredient
highlights include fresh and dried pas-
tas, polenta, capers, basil, tomatoes, 
artichokes, pine nuts, porcini mush-
rooms, and a variety of Italian meats and
cheeses. Classic Italian dishes including
spaghetti, pizza margherita, veal piccata,
risotto, tiramisu, and more are also pic-
tured in this feast for the eyes. Perfect

for the classroom! Laminated, 18"x24".
LZX4535...............................................................................Poster, $16.95

IL MIO CORPO/
MY BODY
POSTER
A beautiful Italian
poster ideal for the
classroom or play-
room. Perfect for
Italian language
teachers and for par-
ents teaching Italian

to their children. In English and Italian. 17"x11".
LBP1035.....................................................................Poster, $8.95

COMO TI SENTI?/ 
HOW DO YOU FEEL? POSTER
A beautiful Italian poster ideal for the
classroom or playroom. Perfect for
Italian language teachers and for 

parents teaching Italian to their chil-
dren. In English and Italian. 11"x17".

LBP1036..............Poster, $8.95

LARGE ITALIAN CLASSROOM POSTERS
Each poster 18"x24" on glossy paper.

All Italian
LBP2001.....................................................Verbo Essere, $14.95
LBP2002......................................................Verbo Avere, $14.95

Bilingual
LBP2003.............................................Numeri/Numbers, $14.95
LBP2004....................................................Colori/Colors, $14.95
LBP2005............................................Alfabeto/Alphabet, $14.95
LBP2006...............Carnevale in Italy/Carnival in Italy, $14.95
LBP2007................Natale in Italia/ Christmas in Italy, $14.95
LBP2008...................................................Pasqua/Easter, $14.95
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ITALIANO PRIMO
ANNO LAPEL PIN
Reward Italian lan-
guage learners with
this colorful 1st year
pin. Appropriate for
clubs, classrooms and

cultural organizations.
Approximately 1-1/4" in diameter. (Only
$3.50 each if ordering 20 or more.)
TL460.............................................Pin, $3.95

VIVA ITALIA! ITALIAN NOTEPADS
These beautifully illustrated Viva Italia! notepads
are perfect for your classroom and can also make
great gifts for your students. Each 50 sheet, lined
notepad is 4"x6". Available with 5 different 
illustrations.         $3.29 each
TL448.................Map of Italy
TL449..................Flag of Italy
TL450................................Pisa
TL451.........................Gondola

TL452....................................Pizza 
TL453..............Set of all 5, $14.95

ITALY LAPEL PIN
What better way to show your Italian pride
then with our Italy pins. The make great gifts
and are an inexpensive way to bring a smile 
to your students or friends. Approximately
3/4"x3/4". (Only $1.79 each if ordering 20 
or more.)

PK155.............................................................................................$1.99

ITALY/AMERICA LAPEL PIN
What better way to show your Italian pride
then with our Italy pins. The make great gifts
and are an inexpensive way to bring a smile
to your students or friends. Approximately
3/4"x1/2". (Only $1.79 each if ordering 

20 or more.)      
PK449..................................................................................................$1.99

ITA
LIANO

P

IR

M AO NNO

FULL-COLOR ITALIAN FLAG STICKERS
Small color reproductions of the Italian flag for a 
myriad of classroom uses.
TL255......................Package of 320 Stickers, $6.95

ITALIAN MARKING OR
GRADING STICKERS
A set of brightly-colored grading
stickers for use on classroom or

homework. (Cosi Cosi - Bene -Bravissimo).
TL256..................................................................Package of 240 stickers, $6.95

Miscellaneous Viva 
Italia! Viva 

Italia! Viva 
Italia!

Viva 
Italia! Viva 

Italia!

EMOJI ITALIAN STICKERS
Express yourself with these beautiful Emoji Stickers.
Five sheets of 25 assorted full-color stickers for a
total of 125 stickers. Each round sticker measures
about 1” in diameter.
TL472..........................................125 Stickers, $6.95

ITALIAN BIRTHDAY STICKERS
These new birthday stickers have many styles 
and colors. Five sheets of 25 assorted full-color
stickers for a total of 125 stickers. Each round 
sticker measures about 1” in diameter.
TL471.........................................125 Stickers, $6.95

ITALIAN PENCILS-SET OF 5
Set of 5 different neon colored pencils imprinted with
Italian phrases: Ben fatto!, Molto creativo!, Molto
migliorato!, Mostra sforzo! and Splendido! Perfect for
the classroom or as a gift or reward.
TL454.........................................Italian Pencils, $2.79
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TXT MSG ITALIAN STICKERS
Since your students love to abbreviate things and 
are always trying to be funny, they are sure to love
getting a CVD (Ci vediamo dopo) or 6LA+ (Sei la
migliore) from you. Large 1" in diameter circular
stickers. Package contains 25 each of 5 different
stickers.
TL470.......................................125 Stickers, $6.95

ITALIAN FAMOUS ART STICKERS
Five sheets of 25 assorted full-color stickers 
for a total of 125 stickers. Each round sticker

measures about 1” in diameter.
TL474..............................125 Stickers, $6.95

ITALIAN MONUMENTS STICKERS
Famous Italian Monuments. Five sheets 
of 25 assorted full-color stickers for a total of 
125 stickers. Each round sticker measures about
1” in diameter.
TL473...................................125 Stickers, $6.95

Ottimo!  

           

Bene!

 

           

 Splendido!

           

Stiamo
migliorando!

M  

           

Molto 
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ITALIAN HASHTAG STICKERS
Five sheets of 25 assorted full-color stickers 

for a total of 125 stickers. Each round 
sticker measures about 1” in diameter.

TL469............................125 Stickers, $6.95

WELCOME 
TO THE ITALIAN 
CLASSROOM KIT
Everything you need to add
color and culture to your
classroom! Kit contains: 
(1) TL255 Italian Flag
Sticker Set (320 count); 
(1) TL256 Italian
Marking/Grading Stickers
Set (240 count); (1) TL442
Sensational Stickers for the
Italian Classroom 

(125 count); (1) TL453 Viva Italia! Set of 5 Notepads (50 sheets each); 
(5) TL454 Italian Pencils (set of 5, 25 in total); (1) TL460 Italian Primo
Anno Lapel Pin; (1) PK121 Flag of Italy (4"x6") with base; (1) PK155
Italy Lapel Pin; and (1) PK449 Italy/America Lapel Pin. Save 10% from
individual prices.
TL455...........................................................Italian Classroom Kit, $49.95

FLAGS OF ITALY
Desk or wall flags to create
"ambiente" in the classroom.
Brightly colored nylon on
ebonized staff with gilt spear.
Base is also ebonized.
PKI-21......Each 4"x6" Flag w/

Base, $4.95
PKI-22....Each 8"x12" Flag w/

Base, $12.95

LARGE FLAGS OF ITALY
Bring culture and color to your
classroom. Decorate with a full
size flag of Italy!
PK100.........2 ft. x 3 ft., $18.95
PK200.........3 ft. x 5 ft., $23.95

PK500...................................................4 ft. x 6 ft., $34.95
PK600...................................................5 ft. x 8 ft., $57.95
PK700.................................................6 ft. x 10 ft., $89.95
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ITALIAN 
PRAISE STICKERS
Beautifully illustrated,
large 1" in diameter 
circular stickers.
Package contains 

25 each of the 5 following
expressions: Eccellente!;
Ottimo!; Fantastico!; Stupendo!;
and Ben fatto!
MIL700...................Stickers, $6.95

ITALIAN THEMED BULLETIN BOARD TRIMMERS
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to
brighten any classroom. Each border measures 3"x 40". There are 12 identical
borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.
MIL701......................................................................................Borders, $10.95

ITALIAN FAN
Big beautiful 3 ft. x 6 ft. nylon 
pleated Italian fan. Fully sewn with
canvas header and brass grommets,
perfect to decorate your classroom.
PK332.............Italian Fan, $49.95

SENSATIONAL 
STICKERS FOR THE
ITALIAN CLASSROOM    
Beautifully illustrated, large 1" in diameter 
circular stickers. Package contains 25 each of 
the 5 following expressions: Splendido; Mostra
sforzo; Molto migliorato; Molto creativo; Ben fatto.
TL442.......................................Stickers, $6.95

ITALIAN FLAG BUNTING   
This Italian flag bunting makes
an ideal decorative trim for a
classroom bulletin board or
blackboard. There are 20, 6"x9"
cloth flags on a 20' white line.
MIL702...........Bunting, $29.95

MAPPAMONDO
DELUXE 2 IN 1:
GEOPOLITICO 
& PLANETARIO 
LUMINOSO
This globe is am elegant
and detailed map of the
world in Italian. When
you turn out the lights,
thanks to a special 
photocell, it turns into 

a fantastic planetarium bright with stars and 
constellations. Over 12" tall. Four "C" batteries
included. (Limited Quantities.)
SIE1809.................................Italian Globe, $69.95

ITALIAN 
STAMPERS
Set of six contains:
Buon Compleanno!,
Buon Lavoro!,
Eccezionale!,
Eccellente!,
Perfetto!, and Bene!
Self-inking/
CCEJ400.....$22.95

ITALIAN 
STAMPERS-
SET II
Self-inking set of six contains:
Straordinario, Stupendo, Molto
Buono, Fantastico, Magnifico,
Meraviglioso. 
CCEJ500......................$22.95
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CERTIFICATO DI MERITO
"Official" certification for students who 
excel in Italian. This impressive certificate
provides an inexpensive way to honor 
students and encourage wider study. 
8-1/2"x11", the certificate has blanks for
inscribing student, school and/or club
name, and official signatures, full-color.
TL358...................15 Certificates, $12.95

ITALIAN CLASSROOM POSTERS-SET 1
A beautiful set of Italian posters ideal for the classroom 
or playroom. Perfect for Italian language teachers and for 
parents teaching Italian to their children. In English and
Italian. Complete set of all 5 posters contains: Colors/Colori;
Days of the Week/I Giorni Della Settimana; Numbers/Numeri;
Weather/El Tempo; How Do You Say…?/Come Si Dice…?
Each poster is 11" x 17".
LBP9999.......................................Set of All 5 Posters, $39.95

ITALIAN CLASSROOM 
POSTERS-SET 2
A beautiful set of Italian
posters ideal for the 
classroom or playroom.
Perfect for Italian language
teachers and for parents
teaching Italian to their
children. In English and
Italian. Complete set of all
5 posters contains: Shops/
Negozi; Solar System/Il
Sistema Solare; Lanscapes/
Paesaggi; Sports/Le Attivita
Sportive; Olympic Games/
I Giochi Olimpici. Each
poster is 11" x 17".
LBP7777..........Set of All 5 

Posters, $39.95

ITALIAN CLASSROOM
POSTERS-SET 3

A beautiful set of Italian
posters ideal for the class-
room or playroom. Perfect

for Italian language teachers
and for parents teaching

Italian to their children. In
English and Italian.
Complete set of all 5

posters contains: Carnival/
Carnevale;Christmas/Natale

; Holidays/Festivita;
Regions of Italy; Physical

Map of Italy
Each poster is 11" x 17".

LBP8888..........Set of All 5
Posters, $39.95
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Books and Dictionaries

LAROUSSE MINI 
ITALIAN/ENGLISH 
ENGLISH/ITALIAN 
DICTIONARY
With over 30,000 references and
40,000 translations, it provides
complete coverage of the most
useful key words and phrases
and is the ideal companion for
any tourist or student. Vinyl,
3"x4-3/8", 640 pages.
LKC054..................Book, $5.95

MERRIAM-WEBSTER'S 
ITALIAN-ENGLISH 
DICTIONARY
A bilingual, bidirectional
guide to Italian and English.
Contains 40,000 words and
phrases. Perfect for all skill
levels, with abundant exam-
ples of words used in
context.Paperback, 4"x7",
420 pages.
MWI2583......................$6.95

LAROUSSE POCKET 
ITALIAN/ENGLISH 
ENGLISH/ITALIAN 
DICTIONARY
With over 30,000 
references and 40,000
translations, this diction-
ary provides generous
coverage of everyday
Italian. Softcover, 
4-1/4"x7", 576 pages.
LKC078...................$6.95

LAROUSSE CONCISE ITALIAN/
ENGLISH DICTIONARY
Contains: 90,000 words and phrases
with 120,000 translations; extensive,
up-to-date coverage of general and 
professional Italian; many idioms and
grammatical constructions, hundreds 
of abbreviations, acronyms and proper
nouns; and boxed notes on Italian life
and culture. Paperback, 5-1/2"x8",
1,230 pages.

LKC547..............................................................................$16.95

ITALIAN
STUDENT
DICTION-
ARY
Your 
Best first
reference 

to the Italian Language
As you begin studying the Italian lan-
guage, you must have a reliable bilin-
gual dictionary with the basic words
you need, not the advanced terms you
don't. This book features 3,500 essen-
tial words, each with grammatical
information, easy-to-use pronunciation
guide, verb conjugation (when appro-
priate), and an example sentence.
Paperback, 5-1/2"x8-1/2", 496 pages.
92338........................................$18.95

SIMPATICHE SCENETTE    
Short and simple funny skits for beginning
Italian Speakers. This hilarious assortment of 45
skits reinforces objectives commonly taught in
first-year Italian, including introductions, alpha-
bet, classroom, body parts, weather, expressing
feelings, seasons, family, foods, clothing, furni-
ture, rooms, restaurant etiquette, telling time and
daily activities. Each skit takes between 2-7 min-
utes to perform, and has roles for 2-8 students.
The book also includes rehearsal and production
suggestions, a chapter of creative drama prepara-

tory activities, and a comprehensive Italian-English glossary. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 155 pages.
TL441....................................................................................Book, $24.95
TL441CD................................................................. Book on CD, $19.95
TL441DL..........................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

CUORE TRE RACCONTI (A)
The anthology contains three short 
stories from the well-known diary,
Cuore by Edmondo De Amicis. 
Each of the three short stories — 
"Il piccolo scrivano fiorentino",
"L'infermiere di Tata" and "Sangue
romangnolo" — are bound to interest
the students by their varied content.
Designed for the AP exam, the short
stories are accompanied by a series of

comprehension questions, criciverba and crucipuzzle focusing
on vocabulary recall, and exercises required by the AP exam.
An Italian-English word list is found in the glossario at the end
of the volume. The anthology is accompanied by a CD-ROM
that contains the readings of the short story. Paperback, 
7"x8-1/2", 108 pages.
ESBK25X.............................................Book/Audio CD, $32.95

ITALIAN VERB 
CONJUGATION CARD
The most-often-used Italian regular and 
irregular verbs are presented with English
translations in this quick-reference format.
The six-panel card is laminated for long life
and punched to fit a three-ring notebook. The
verb tenses are listed and explained in both
active and passive voices, with information
on how to use them in sentences, which
makes this title a fine supplement for lan-
guage students. 8-1/2"x11", 6 pages.

BAR29546.........................................................................................$6.95
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GIOCARE CON 
LA LETTERTURA
This book offers a new and original way
to deal with reading literature in Italian 
as a foreign language. The objective is to
rediscover the pleasure of reading in an
enjoyable and clear manner by using a
series of motivating activities that allow
the students to approach literature in a
fun and relaxed atmosphere. Softcover, 
176 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM324..............................Book, $29.95

Sale Price, $25.95

BAR ITALIA
This book contains a series of 
articles on Italian life, society, 
culture and habits. It includes
numerous teaching activities for
post-elementary, inter-mediate and
advanced level students. Softcover,
176 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
ALM332....................Book, $29.95

Sale Price, $26.95

SALE! SALE!

PRIMIRACCONTI (FIRST STORIES)
Primiracconti (First Stories) is a high quality series of easy readers for students of Italian of all levels and ages:
Each story is accompanied by brief notes that explain key words and expressions with beautiful illustrations that
enhance comprehension, making reading more fun.
Pre-reading questions create motivation, making students reflect on the story they are about to read.
Thanks to the activities (3-4 per chapter) and to the relative exercise keys, students can check their written and oral 
comprehension as well as work on vocabulary.
An audio CD with professional actors helps students grasp the accent and pronunciation, as well as intonation; 
listening exercises are also included in the book.             Each book is paperback, 6"x8", 44-60 pages.

Beginners 
Misterio In Via Dei Tulipani.......EDL0157............Book/Audio CD, $19.95    Sale Price, $14.95
Misterio In Via Dei Tulipani.......EDL0133...............................Book, $12.95   Sale Price, $10.95
Traffico In Centro........................EDL2778............Book/Audio CD, $19.95    Sale Price, $14.95
Traffico In Centro........................EDL2174...............................Book, $12.95    Sale Price, $10.95

Intermediate
Un Giorno Diverso.......................EDL0003............Book/Audio CD, $19.95    

Sale Price, $14.95
Un Giorno Diverso.......................EDL2198...............................Book, $12.95    

Sale Price, $10.95
Il Manoscritto Di Giotto..............EDL0140............Book/Audio CD, $19.95    

Sale Price, $14.95
Il Manoscritto Di Giotto..............EDL0171...............................Book, $12.95    

Sale Price, $10.95
Lo Straniero..................................EDL2785.............Book/Audio CD, $19.95   

Sale Price, $14.95
Lo Straniero..................................EDL0362...............................Book, $12.95    

Sale Price, $10.95
L'Eredita.......................................EDL0652............Book/Audio CD, $19.95   

Sale Price, $14.95
L'Eredita.......................................EDL0669...............................Book, $12.95    

Sale Price, $10.95
Ritorno Alle Origini.....................EDL1116............Book/Audio CD, $19.95    

Sale Price, $14.95
Ritorno Alle Origini.....................EDL1109...............................Book, $12.95    

Sale Price, $10.95
Advanced
Il Sosia...........................................EDL0034............Book/Audio CD, $19.95    

Sale Price, $14.95
Il Sosia...........................................EDL2181...............................Book, $12.95    

Sale Price, $10.95

COLLANA
PRIMIRACCONTI
CLASSICI
Collana Primiracconti 
is a collection of literary 
texts for teenage and 
adult students.

Each book is paperback,
6"x8", 44-60 pages.

Intermediate
Italo Calvaro...EDL0713...Book/Audio CD, $19.95

Sale Price, $14.95
Italo Calvaro...EDL0706......................Book, $12.95

Sale Price, $10.95
Alberto 
Moravia...........EDL0843...Book/Audio CD, $19.95

Sale Price, $14.95
Alberto 
Moravia...........EDL0850.......................Book $12.95

Sale Price, $10.95
Dino Buzzati ...EDL1017...Book/Audio CD, $19.95

Sale Price, $14.95
Dino Buzzati...EDL1055......................Book, $12.95

Sale Price, $10.95

SALE!

SALE!
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EASY ITALIAN READER (B)
Features engaging readings on Italian hist-
ory, people, and contemporary literature that
rapidly build comprehension, progressing 
in difficulty as readers' abilities increase.
Helpful review sections, comprehension
questions, and proficiency-building games
are included throughout to reinforce what is
learned. Paperback, 6"x9", 256 pages.
49838...................................... Book, $15.95
03348.....................Book/CD-ROM, $19.95

UNDICI RACCONTI
Undici Racconti is a collection of 11 short stories inspired by some of dialogues
of Nuovo Progetto italiano 2 and related to the grammar and vocabulary of the
units. Each story is accompanied by a couple of activities and presents in a 
cheerful and pleasant way some of the topics of the course. Intermediate 
Level. Softcover, 7"x10", 64 pages.
EDL2341........................................................Book, $14.95    Sale Price, $11.95

UN-CLASSIC AESOP'S FABLES 
IN ITALIAN
Ten of Aesop's fables provide a context for
learning Italian. These mini-dramas written
in present tense have both the traditional
ending and a "twist" ending that can be used
to stimulate conversation. Each unit contains
a vocabulary list and activities (reflection,
Artist's Choice, Writer's Choice). The book
is modeled on The national Standards for
languages Other than English. Softcover, 
8-1/2"x11", 50 pages.

TL468....................................................................................Book, $24.95
TL468CD.................................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL468DL.........................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

 
 

 
 

 
  

  
  

    
    

   
  

  
    

  
     

        
         

          
       

       
     

 
   

    
    

  
  
    

  
   

 
  

  
  

  
       

         
         

        
     

     
 

   

   
   
  

    
     

    
   

        
        

        
    

 
   

    
 

    
    

   
   

  
    

    
   
    

 
   

 
 

  
   

  
 

 
  

  
 

      
      

     
     

     
   

 
   

 

    

  

    
 

    
    

     
    
  

   
   

   
    

   
        
 

 
   

 

 
 
  
  
 
 

       
     
    

     
      

     
    

    
   

 
   

 
 

  
  

 
 

      
    
    

     
    

   
      

    
     
 

 
   

 

Paula Twomey

TL468

TARGET LANGUAGE

in Italian

Un-Classic 
Aesop’s Fables

FIRST 
ITALIAN READER
First Italian Reader is
Beginner's Dual-Language
Book. Specially chosen for
their power to evoke Italian
life and culture, these short,
simple readings include
poems, stories, essays, and
anecdotes. Original Italian
and expert English on the 
facing pages. Paperback, 

5-1/2"x8-1/2", 224 pages.
D465357.....................................................Book, $14.95

I PROMESSI SPOSI 
The love story of Renzo 
and Lucia is set against 
the background of 17th 
century Milan. The text is
accompanied by vocabulary,
exercises, suggestions for
activities, and background
material about Milan past
and present. Paperback, 
6-1/2"x9-1/2", 128 pages.
CID2853........Book, $16.95

COLLANA PRIMIRACCONTI 
PER RAGAZZI
Collana Primiracconti Per Ragazzi is a collection of readers for children and teens.
Each book is paperback, 6"x8", 44-60 pages.

Beginners 
Furto A Scuola................................EDL3292.....Book/Audio CD, $19.95    Sale Price, $14.95
Gli Strani Ospiti........................... ..EDL8013.....Book/Audio CD, $19.95    Sale Price, $14.95

Intermediate
Un'Avventura Indimenticabile......EDL8020.....Book/Audio CD, $19.95    Sale Price, $14.95

SALE!

SALE!
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EASY READER SERIES   
A new series of easy readers in a new full-color format, with free online access 
to the audio version of the text. Go to: almaedizioni.it  for free download.  
Each Book: Paperback, 6"x8". Each Book, $14.95

Sale Price, $11.95
Level 1  (500 words)
ALM382.....64 pages....Dolomiti 
ALM686.....64 pages....Amore e Cappuccino
ALM853.....64 pages....Dov'e Yukio?
ALM860.....64 pages....Pasta Per Due
ALM921.....64 pages....Radio Lina

Level 2  (1,00 words)
ALM945.....48 pages....Amore in Paradiso
ALM709.....64 pages....La Rossa
ALM716.....64 pages....Le Citta Impossibili
ALM027.....64 pages....Maschere A Venezia
ALM928.....64 pages....La Commissaria
Level 3  (1,500 words)
ALM693.....64 pages....Il Ladro di Scarpe
ALM914.....64 pages....Modelle, Pistole e Mozzarelle
ALM317.....64 pages....Mafia, Amore & Polizia
Level 4  (2,000 words)
ALM877.....80 pages....Piccolo Storie D'Amore
ALM907.....80 pages....Opera

Level 5  (2,500 words)
ALM938.....80 pages....Dolce Vita

SALE!

IMPARARE LEGGENDO
A series of graded readers which aim at increasing learners' linguistic competence through extensive reading
practice. Stories are either original or retold classics. The series is graded according to the linguistic standards
set for each level. Each reader contains numerous activities and illustrations which help the student to check
and understand the story. Activities focus on basic grammar structures, as well as written and oral exercises.
Each book: Paperback, 5-1/2"x8", with an Audio CD included.  $18.95 each book

Level 1
CID0407........64 pages......................La Collana 

Longobardo
CID3477........96 pages.....................Mistero Tra  

le Baite
CID0384........80 pages.....................................Una Canzione per Cinque
CID0872........80 pages.................................................La Ricetta Segreta
CID2265.........80 pages.................................................La Vicina di Casa

Level 2
CID5600........80 pages...............................................Amore e Ginnastica
CID5762........80 pages....................................................Amore e Cinema
CID3453........96 pages.....................................................Baci da Venezia
CID3460........80 pages........................................La Casa Sulla Scogliera
CID0552........96 pages... ............................Delitto in  Piazza del Campo
CID4337........80 pages... .............................................Indagini A Firenze
CID0842........64 pages....................................................................Liberta
CID4344........96 pages.....................................................Mistero A Roma
CID0705........96 pages.......................................... Il Mistero  di Veronica

CID2419........112 pages..........Scoprire  L'Italia con una
caccia al Tesoro

CID0576........96 pages..............................Storia d'amore
CID8177........64 pages.....................Veleno A Colazione
CID1290........72 pages...................Il Viaggio di Laurent
CID0391........96 pages........................Villa dei Mughetti

Level 3
CID1801........128 pages........................La Fuga di Bach
CID7308........128 pages....................Mistero all'Abbazia
CID9044........112 pages...........................Rose Rosse per    

il  Commissario
CID4895........112 pages.....................Sandokan e le tigri 

di Mompracem
CID9518..........64 pages......................Viaggio a Venezia 

Level 4
CID6608........128 pages.........................I Promessi Sposi
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HABEMUS PAPAM  
It is a murder mystery set
during the conclave, in the
days when the cardinals
gather to elect the new Pope.
In the most secretive and
mysterious Vatican, Alem
and Effe, two young journal-
ists investigate an interna-
tional conspiracy that threat-

ens the cardinals gathered in the Sistine
Chapel to choose the new head of the Catholic
Church. Softcover, 6-1/2" x 9-1/2", 40 pages.
ALM900...............................................Book, $16.95

Sale Price, $14.95

IL MISTERO 
DI CASANOVA
A murder mystery
set in the magical
atmosphere of the
Carnival of Venice.
While the masks 
litter the streets, a
mysterious thief
who calls himself

Casanova, scored numerous 
thefts of jewelry. Softcover, 

6-1/2"x9-1/2", 40 pages.
ALM167................................Book, $16.95

Sale Price, $14.95

RIGOLETTO
A compelling
comic story, 
set in Mantua
during the
Renaissance, and
inspired by the
famous opera by
Verdi. Intense
drama of passion,

betrayal, love and revenge
starring a court jester. Softcover, 
6-1/2"x9-1/2", 40 pages.
ALM150.............................Book, $16.95

Sale Price, $14.95

ALL' AVVENTURA! (B)
A group of friends encounter unexpected experiences and adventures during their stay in Italy as exchange students.
These stories captivate the interest of beginning Italian students with mystery and intrigue while acquainting them
with the customs in various areas of Italy with cultural highlights interspersed. Contains four complete adventure
stories with illustrations, questions and a complete vocabulary list. All Books: Paperback, 5-1/2"x8", 31 pages.
Destinazione Italia International spies try to 
use the traveling students and their Italian friends to further their cause and transfer stolen military plans from one
continent to the other.
EMC55270............................................................................................................................................................$9.95

Avventura in Toscana Bank robbers have a hideout for bags of stolen money. Our friends unexpectedly discover it. After much ado 
and a few clever twists, they manage to "bag" both the scoundrels and the money for the police.
EMC55271..................................................................................................................................................................................................$9.95
Sulla strada del contrabbando Shady characters, highways, trucks, and mysterious loads involve 
our friends in unraveling a smuggling ring, all the while surrounded by scoundrels!
EMC55272..................................................................................................................................................................................................$9.95
Pericolo sulla Costa Amalfitana What an ideal place for an adventure—the Italian Riviera—with its eternal sunshine and beautiful
beaches. But our friends' summer escapades lead them to the very spot of a plutonium-smuggling rendezvous! And who happens to be 
at the rendezvous?
EMC55273..................................................................................................................................................................................................$9.95

SALE! SALE! SALE!

POVERA ANNA
The easiest novel that exists
in Italian - for first-year stu-
dents. A vocabulary of only
300 words. Anna is a 15-
year-old California girl who
leads a tough life. Her mother
is always on her. Her family
doesn't have much money,
but her best friends' families
are rich. She's extremely jeal-

ous of them. When she gets an opportunity to go to
Italy, she goes to a small city where she lives with a
very nice family that is poorer than her own family.
Her view of her life changes radically. When she
gets back to California, she sees everything in a 
different light. Paperback, 5"x7", 52 pages.
CPL786…...............................................Book, $6.95
TL458 .................................Teacher's Guide, $14.95
TL458CD...............Teacher's Guide on CD, $12.95
TL458DL..........................Download (PDF), $10.95

NON 
SOLTANTO 
UN BAULE
(A)
This
advanced-
level Italian
reader 
captures the
struggles mil-
lions of

Italians experienced in their search
for a better life outside Italy. The
immigrants' stories, told by descen-
dants or friends, richly express the
emotion, pride and heartbreak of their
emigration to the United States,
Australia, Argentina and Canada.
Paperback, 6"x9", 112 pages.
FAR258.........................Book, $26.95

MI 
DIVERTO 
CON 
GIANLUIGI
(B)
This illustrated
reader tells the
story of a
delightful
southern Italian
boy as seen 

through the eyes of an American Italian
teacher who visited his town, Fornelli
(Molise), during summers. It contains 10
units, each with a dialogue or narrative,
accompanying exercises for comprehen-
sion, speaking and conversation, and a
vocabulary chart. Paperback, 6"x9",
62 pages.
FAR146..............................Book, $20.95
FAR153..................Answer Key, $10.00

LITERARY PRIZE WINNER
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ROMA E IL LAZIO
Setting off from Rome, the ‘eternal city’ and
one of the richest cities in terms of monu-
ments and artistic wonders, this book takes
you through other cities in Lazio too, which
are also full of history and culture. Rieti and
its noble buildings, Viterbo, the ancient
‘popes’ city’ and Civitavecchia and its his-
toric centre are amongst the other destina-
tions on this journey. This book also allows
you to discover Lazio’s natural beauty, fol-

lowing a route that includes the coasts, lakes and volcano craters.
Paperback, 5-1/2"x9-1/2", 80 pages.
CID0018.....................................................................Book, $14.95

MILANO E DINTORNI  
Discover what else the world-famous capital 
of fashion has to offer. Milan is also home
to many surprising architectural wonders
ranging from the Middle Ages to the
Renaissance and beyond, and museums
where one can admire great masterpieces 
of Italian art. In addition to itineraries of 
the city, this book offers a brief look at the
surrounding region and its stunning beauty.
Paperback, 5-1/2"x9-1/2", 64 pages.

CID3484.....................................................................Book, $13.95

FIRENZE, SIENA E LA TOSCANA
A voyage of discovery in Tuscany and its
famous cities: from Florence, capital of the
Renaissance, to Siena, passing through Lucca,
Pisa and Arezzo. The theme of the tour, the
treasures that have made these cities famous in
the world: Michelangelo’s David, Brunelleschi’s
dome, the mediaeval squares in Siena... The
charming Tuscan landscapes, loved all over the
world are described in the book. The book also
contains recipes and descriptions of traditional

Tuscan dishes. Paperback, 5-1/2"x9-1/2", 80 pages.
CID1527...........................................................................Book, $14.95

VENEZIA, TREVISO E IL VENETO  
Discover the magical atmosphere of Venice, in
its bridges, narrow streets, historic buildings
and gondolas. Explore the islands in the lagoon
around the city and continue the journey visit-
ing other cities in the region of Veneto: Treviso,
Verona and Padua, rich in history and art.
Finally, discover the mountains, the lakes and
the coasts of a region famous for the extraordi-
nary variety of its natural landscapes. An
informative and fun book, which also includes

interesting facts, recipes, anecdotes about famous people and much
more. Paperback, 5-1/2"x9-1/2", 64 pages.
CID9999..........................................................................Book, $13.95

STORIE PER PRINCIPIANTI
DALLA A ALLA Z
"A" for amore, "B" for bello, "C" for
cafe…one word for each letter of the
alphabet and one short story for each
word. Perfect for absolute beginner
students who want to enjoy the
Italian language. 
ALM980...Level A0-A1 (500 words)

STORIE PER 
I GIORNI DI FESTA
What usually do Italian people do on
Christmas, on Easter, on New Year's
Eve? What do they celebrate on April
25th and on August 15th? This book
offers a collection of short stories that
give the student the opportunity to
learn about Italian habits, ways of
speaking and being in everyday life
and in special occasions.
ALM997...Level A1-A2 (1,000 words)

STORIE PER RIDERE
A collection of funny short stories,
jokes, riddles and gags to learn and
laugh in Italian.
ALM966...Level A2-B1 (2,000 words)

STORIE DI DUE MINUTI
At the supermarket, at the restaurant, 
at the railway station, in the elevator…
every place and every moment is 
suitable, if you have time (you need
only 2 minutes for each story!) and if
you desire, to read a very short story 
in Italian! 
ALM000...Level A1-A2 (1,000 words)

NEW “STORIE” SERIES  
Each Book: Paperback, 6"x8", 64 pages. Free online audio available at almaedizioni.it. Each Book, $11.95
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NOVELLE PER UN ANNO-
UNA SCELTA
These three novels introduce students to the
work of Pirandello, one of the most beloved
Italian authors. Paperback, 6"x8", 96 page
book with an audio CD.
DIS0279................Book/Audio CD, $14.95
IL SOUVENIR EGIZIO
Giulia has a dream of becoming a detective,
like the famous Inspector Salvo Montalbano.
One day life changes because of a simple
souvenir bought in Egypt. But is it a simple
souvenir or something more? Giulia helps to
resolve the mystery. Paperback Book, 6"x8",

64 pages, with an Audio CD. 
DIS5855..........................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

LE TIGRI DI MOMPRACEM
The pirate Sandokan is wounded during a
battle against the British. Lord Guillonk takes
him to his home where Sandokan meets the
Lord's beautiful granddaughter Marianna.
The two begin a forbidden love affair.
Paperback Book, 6"x8", 80 pages with an
Audio CD.

DIS7507..........................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95
Intermediate Level 3-
DESTINAZIONE KARMINIA
Three friends with a passion for archeology
and a young archaeologist are about to 
discover the mysterious city of Karminia,
hidden in the Italian Alps. A great adventure
begins involving nature, mysterious clues,

and beautiful landscapes ... but danger lurks in the 
mountains.  Paperback Book, 6"x8", 64 pages, with an
Audio CD.
DIS5862........................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

I MALAVOGLIA
This novel tells the story of a family of 
fishermen and the other inhabitants of the
small town of Aci Trezza, Sicily who are
united by the same culture and the same way
of thinking, but divided by ancient rivalries.
Paperback Book, 6"x8", 128 pages, with an

Audio CD.
DIS6043..........................................Book/Audio CD, $14.95

I PROMESSI SPOSI
This masterpiece of Italian literature is a
great tale of thwarted love, religion, history,
life and death.  The story takes place in
Lombardy, between 1628 and 1630, during
the Spanish rule. The cruel Don Rodrigo for-
bids two young lovers, Renzo and Lucia to

marry.  Paperback Book, 6"x8", 112 pages with an Audio
CD. DIS7637..................................Book/Audio CD, $14.95

Pre-Intermediate Level 2-
IL SERVITORE DI DUE PADRONI 
Silvio and Clarice are in love and want to marry,
but their plans are disrupted with the appearance of
Federigo, and old boyfriend of Clarice. The book
contains a biography of Carlo Goldoni, information
about the story, a glossary and vocabulary and

grammar exercises. Paperback, 6"x8", 80 page book with an
audio CD. DIS3140.................................Book/Audio CD, $14.95

L'OMBRA DI DANTE
This graded reader tells the story of Max, a tech-
nology student, whose Italian teacher assigns him 
a project on the poet Dante Alighieri. Max soon
learns that the Divine Comedy is full of mysteries
that lead him on an adventure through the city of
Florence. The book contains a CD with the text of

the story, a glossary, and a comprehension activities. Paperback
Book, 6"x8", 64 pages with an Audio CD. 
DIS3126..................................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

EVVIVA ROMA!
Take a journey through the many sights of Rome!
Find a secret passage, or the mysteries of the
ancient Romans. Rome: one of the most beautiful
cities in the world. Do you want to know Rome?
Begin with this journey from A to Z of a thousand
curiosities, traditions, recipes, special places, 

mysteries and more in the "Eternal City". Paperback Book, 6"x8",
64 pages with an Audio CD. 
DIS1061..................................................Book/Audio CD, $12.95

I FIORETTI DI SAN FRANCESCO
I Fioretti di San Francesco contains small, beauti-
ful narratives about miracles, friendship, faith, love
for the world and nature and hope. In this book
are: A biography of St. Francis; Information packs
on his work and its historical context; Glossary of
the most difficult words; Language activities; and

final test. Paperback Book, 6"x8", 112 pages with an Audio CD.
DIS1092...................................................Book/Audio CD, $14.95
LE AVVENTURE DI PINOCCHIO

A carpenter named Geppetto decides one day to
build a wooden toy that, miraculously, is alive and
even a little naughty. Thus begins the adventures 
of Pinocchio, a journey of surprises, lies, joyful
and sad moments, dangerous encounters and unex-
pected aid, mistakes and regrets. Paperback Book,
6"x8", 96 pages with an Audio CD. 

DIS6029...................................................Book/Audio CD, $14.95

NEW ITALIAN READERS
Beginner Level 1-
DECAMERON-NOVELLE SCELTE
These entertaining stories introduce students to 
the three classics of Italian literature. Paperback,
6"x8", 80 page book with an audio CD. 
DIS0163........................Book/Audio CD, $12.95
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ITALIAN EASY READERS
Easy Readers are carefully selected works of well-known authors whose original texts have been shortened and
simplified without sacrificing the original style. With their manageable structure and controlled 
vocabulary based on international word frequency research, Easy Readers can be easily understood at 
various levels of instruction. All Books: Paperback, 4-1/2" x 7-1/2".
A-books contain about 600 words; B-books–1,200 words; C-books–1,800 words; and D-books–2,500 words.

A-LEVEL BOOKS
Mio marito/L'altra famiglia (Maraini): In Mio Marito, a wife admires her husband so much that she doesn't seem
to see that in fact he is quite cruel. (46 pages.)                                                   EMC55274...............................$14.95

Andreuccio da Perugia (Boccaccio): An inexperienced young man is inadvertently involved in intrigue and false
friendship.  (41 pages.)                                                                                        EMC55250...............................$19.95

Gli imbianchini non hanno ricordi (Fo): This contemporary one-act farce is rooted in the traditions of the Italian
commedia dell'arte and popular farce of the early 20th century.  (46 pages.)    EMC55251...............................$14.95

Ti ho sposato per allegria (Ginzburg): A carefully adapted version of this three-act comedy provides a transition
between printed and conversational Italian. (48 pages.)                                     EMC55252...............................$14.95

B-LEVEL BOOKS
Vá dove ti porta il cuore (Tamaro): The Italian bestseller, in which a grandmother tells the story of her life and
feelings in the form of a letter to her granddaughter.  (93 pages.)                      EMC55278...............................$15.95

Volevo i pantaloni (Cardella): Anna, an 18-year-old Sicilian woman, sees her gender as a handicap and trousers as
a symbol of freedom. (93 pages.)                                                                        EMC55276...............................$15.95

Don Camillo (Guareschi): This hilarious account of the struggles between opposing forces in Italian post-war soci-
ety, characterized by Camillo and Peppone, is now known all over the world -- especially for the humanity which
lies beneath the adventures and confrontations. (89 pages.)                               EMC55255...............................$15.95

Il segreto e altri racconti (Campanile): This book contains a collection of humorous short stories depicting Italian
society and its peculiarities, often with quite surprising endings.  (76 pages.)   EMC55268...............................$15.95

Le avventure di Pinocchio (Collodi): This is the classic children's tale of the wooden boy, Pinocchio. 
(96 pages.)                                                                                                            EMC55254...............................$15.95

Marcovaldo (Calvino): The vivid imagination of this simple and poor man creates situations that will have your
students chuckling. (84 pages.)                                                                            EMC55264...............................$15.95

La moneta di Akragas (Andrea Camilleri): Year 406 B.C.: Kalebas goes free and hides in an underground 
passage with his soldier’s wages, a bag filled with gold coins. Year 1909: One of the coins is found by a doctor.
A series of tragic and fantastic things happen until we come to the totally unexpected ending!
(96 pages.)                                                                                                         EMC07974..............................$15.95 

Io e te (Nicolo Ammaniti): The introvert and neurotic 14 year old Lorenzo hides for a week in the basement. He barricades himself with
cokes, tinned food and horror novels to enjoy his solitude without having to confront himself with the outside world: school and his diffi-
cult relations with other kids. His parents believe that he is a skiing trip with the class. Suddenly  Olivia turns up and violently breaks into
his lonely world. She is the one who helps him get back into the harsh realities outside the basement.
(136 pages.)                                                                                                                                               EMC07967..............................$15.95     

I giovedi della signora Giulia (Chiara): A police inspector wrestles with a profusion of clues in this fast-paced, suspenseful "whodunit"
that takes place in contemporary Italy. (94 pages.)                                                                                 EMC62920..............................$15.95

C-LEVEL BOOKS
Nuove avventure con montalbano (Camilleri): Six detective stories about the famous commissioner Salvo Montalbano. To Montalbano, the
mafia, love, cheating and deceit are part of everyday life, but because of his 
irony and humanity he manages to live a good life. (76 pages.)                                                                  EMC25806...............................$15.95

Sette racconti (Moravia): Seven stories by Moravia, an Italian writer with a worldwide reputation, have 
been carefully selected for this book. (80 pages.)                                                                                        EMC55258...............................$15.95

L'edera (Deledda): A tragic story of love leads to murder and flight into the fantastic Sardinian landscape. (96 pages.)
                                                                                                                                                                   EMC68447..............................$15.95
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AMARCORD
(1973) 
123 min.,
Fellini, R.
This carniva-
lesque portrait
of provincial
Italy during the
fascist period,
the most person-

al film by Federico Fellini, satirizes
the director's youth and turns daily
life into a circus of social rituals,
adolescent desires, male fantasies,
and political subterfuge, all set to
Nino Rota's classic, nostalgia-tinged
score. The Academy Award-winning
Amarcord remains one of cinema's
enduring treasures. 
I247.............................DVD,  $29.95

CINEMA ITALIANO – Learn Italian through film. DVD/Book set features three original short movies and
is complete with a whole range of activities and exercises that will help students understand and utilize Italian

as it is commonly used on screen. All movies in Italian with Italian subtitles.

LEVEL 2 – INTERMEDIATE for intermediate students, contains: I Capelli Della Sposa 
(22 min.); Sotto Il Mio Giardino (20 min.); and Lezione Di Stile (10 min.)
ALM951....................................................................................................................DVD/Book, $29.95

Sale Price, $22.95

LEVEL 3 – ADVANCED for advanced students, contains: Fuori Dal Giro (13 min.); Red Pause 
(8 min.); and Giganti (24 min.).
ALM982....................................................................................................................DVD/Book, $29.95

Sale Price, $22.95

CINEMA ITALIANO
The DVDs feature six original short movies and are completed with a whole range of activities and exercises that
will help students understand and utilize Italian as it is commonly used on screen. Optional Italian subtitles.
Contains:
No Mama, No (18 min.) The tragi-comic story of the impossible relationship between an adult, married man and
his mother.
La Grande Occasione (10 min.) Giorgio, a young graduate, is looking for work. Instead, he finds love ...
Colpo di Testa (18 min.) A man and a woman awaken on a desert island in the middle of the ocean. An amusing
love story ensues.
La Cura (10 min.) The surreal and comic dialogue between a doctor and a man who suffers from a strange illness.
Camera Obscura (13 min.) The poetic and amusing relationship between two prisoners sharing the same cell.
Doom (10 min.) Two very different young girls audition for a part in a film by a young director. An amusing and
original story. Softcover, 6-1/2"x9-1/2", 80 pages.
ALM118................................................................................................................................Book/2-DVD Set, $29.95

Sale Price, $22.95

CINQUE 
FILM ITALIANI (A)
Cinque film italiani 
consists of five complete
AP Exams. The content 
of the five movies is struc-
tured around the six AP
themes (Sfide globali,
Scienza e tecnologia, Vita
contemporanea, Identità
private e pubblicità,

Famiglia e società e Bellezza ed estetica). The pur-
pose of Cinque film italiani is to introduce new
vocabulary words, expand students' cultural knowl-
edge and, most importantly, prepare them well for
the AP Italian Language and Culture Exam. The 
format of each exam is exactly the same as the AP
Exam. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 124 pages. (Limited
Quantities.)
ESBK331...........................Book/Audio CD, $39.95

Films for the Italian class-spoken in ITALIAN
with optional English subtitles

BAARIA
(2009) 
151 min. 
From the 
director 
of Cinema
Paradiso comes
a stirring, unfor-
gettable new
epic of Italian

life as you've never seen it before.
The course of a lifetime reflects the
evolution of a country as young
Peppino takes work as a shepherd to
support his family in the Sicilian
town of Bagheria, nicknamed
"Baarìa". Occasional Adult
Language. 
I216.............................DVD,  $19.95

SALE!

SALE!



CINEMA 
PARADISO
(1988) 
124 min., 
PG-13. 
Giuseppe
Tornatore s loving
homage to the
cinema tells the
story of Salvatore,

a successful film director, returning
home for the funeral of Alfredo, his
old friend who was the projectionist 
at the local cinema throughout his
childhood. Soon memories of his first
love affair with the beautiful Elena
and all the high and lows that shaped
his life come flooding back, as
Salvatore reconnects with the com-
munity he left 30 years earlier.
(Contains both the PG-13 edition
and the R edition.)
I248..........................2-DV Set, $29.95
TL197................ Study Guide, $10.95
TL197CD..........Study Guide on CD,

$9.95
TL197DL.....Download (PDF), $7.95

BEHIND 
THE WHITE
GLASSES
Behind the White
Glasses offers a
deep dive into the
groundbreaking

life and career of Lina Wertmuller; the
first woman ever nominated for the
Academy Award for Best Director for
her masterpiece Seven Beauties. The
documentary spans decades, from the
unpublished pictures taken in Cinecitta,
when she was Federico Fellini’s assis-
tant director on 8-1/2 to the places were
her most famous films were set, reveal-
ing the artistic and human universe of a
woman who, with her unfailing irony
and taste for the grotesque, has left her
mark in all the fields of entertainment
in which she worked: cinema, drama,
television, music. (Not rated, but if
rated would be R for brief adult lan-
guage, themes and nudity.)
I250.................................DVD,  $29.95
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CATERINA 
IN THE 
BIG CITY
(2005) 116 min.,
Verzi.  Paolo. Verzi's
critically acclaimed
coming-of-age story
follows 15-year-old
Caterina as she accli-
mates to the bustle of
big city life. Caterina
encounters a world
that's as skewed and
confusing as her own
unpredictable emo-
tions. 
I187....DVD,  $19.95

FERDINANDO 
AND CAROLINA
(1999) 107 min.,
Wertmüller. 
Lina Wertmüller turns 
her gimlet eye to the 18th
century, and hilarity
ensues. In the dazzling
court of 18th century
Naples, against their
wishes, young King
Ferdinando will wed
Carolina the sweet 16-
year-old daughter of
Empress Maria Theresa
of Austria. As the monar-
chies of Europe hold
their breath, something
unexpected happens.
I251...........DVD, $19.95

DAYS AND
CLOUDS
(2007) 115 min.,
Soldini. 
Well-to-do, sophisti-
cated couple, Elsa and
Michele have a 20
year-old daughter,
Alice, and enough
money for Elsa
toleave her job and
fulfill an old dream of
studying art history.
After she graduates,
however, their lives
change.
I195......DVD, $24.95

LIFE 
IS BEAUTIFUL
(1997) 116 min., 
Benigni,PG-13.
Roberto Benigni's celebrated
and enormously popular film
boldly blends a sentimental,
humorous portrait of family
love with a stark Holocaust
drama, gracefully allowing the
star moments to showcase his
gift for physical comedy.
I109.................DVD, $14.95
TL285.............Study Guide,

$10.95
TL285CD........Study Guide 

on CD, $9.95
TL285DL............Download 

(PDF), $7.95

LITTLE GIRL
(2010) 100 min. 
In a run-down park on the
outskirts of Rome, a two
year-old girl is discovered
and taken in by a family of
hard-luck circus performers.
A note in the child's pocket
from a desperate mother
reveals little about who she
is or why she was left. As
the bond grows between the
girl and her surrogate fami-
ly, this natural-istic drama
becomes a revealing and
soulful portrait of courage
and discrimination, and of
loss and togetherness.
I215................DVD, $29.95

MY ITALIAN
SECRET-
FORGOTTEN
HEROES
(2014) 90 min.,
Rossellini. 
My Italian Secret
tells the story of
cycling idol Gino
Bartali, Dr.

Giovanni Borromeo, and other coura-
geous Italians who carried out ingen-
ious schemes to rescue Jews, parti-
sans, and refugees from Nazi-occu-
pied Italy. These men, and the net-
works in which they worked, reflect
the efforts of thousands of Italians
who risked their lives to save others.
As an entire continent was engulfed 
in genocide, more than 80 percent of
Italy's Jews survived. In My Italian
Secret, Oscar-nominated director Oren
Jacoby reveals the dramatic stories of
a secret underground that has
remained largely unknown until now.
(In English & Italian with English
subtitles.)
I244................................DVD, $24.95



SLOW FOOD
STORY

(2013) 74 min., Petrini.
In 1986 Carlo Petrini, dispirited by the 
rapid rise of global fast food chains and 
the homogenizing effects of corporate 
cuisine, launched Slow Food, an internation-
al anti-fast-food resistance movement to 
preserve traditional and regional cuisine 
and encourages farming of plants, seeds and
livestock characteristic of the local ecosys-
tem. A joyous romp of a film, filled with all
manner of delectable scenes of food, drink
and song, Slow Food amply demonstrates
that adventure is best served in heaping help-
ings. (Not rated but if rated would be G.) 
I239...........................................DVD, $29.95
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Films for the Italian class-spoken in ITALIAN
with optional English subtitles

PASSIONE
(2010) 92 min.,
Turturro. 
We journey through
Napoli, of the biggest of
jukeboxes in the world, 
a treasure chest of songs,
from 1200 to now, con-
juring distant stories and

myths that still live, a repertoire that speaks
of love, sex, jealousy, crime, poverty, irony,
superstition, and social protest. Each song 
is a small screenplay, an emotional postcard
sent from a city by the forces driving it.
PASSIONE is a musical adventure that
comes directly out of the people, the walls
that surround them, and the land they inhab-
it. (Not rated, but would be PG-13 if
rated.) Narration in English with songs
and interviews in Italian with English 
subtitles.
I228.........................................DVD, $14.95
TL463.........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL463CD.........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL463DL..............Download (PDF), $7.95

PALIO
(2014) 91 min.
The Palio is 
the oldest horse
race in the
world, and
turns the Italian
city of Siena
into a high-

stakes battleground of strategy,
intrigue, and simmering machismo.
In the eye of the storm stand the
jockeys - adored if they succeed,
despised if they fail. This heart-rac-
ing new documentary exposes the
notoriously closed world of this
ancient race and the larger-than-life
personalities of those involved in an
epic and cinematic tale of Italian life
in microcosm. (Not rated, but if
rated would be PG-13 for occa-
sional adult language.)
I246.............................DVD, $29.95

REHEARSAL
FOR A 
SICILIAN
TRAGEDY

(2009) 76 min., Turturro. 
In Rehearsal for a Sicilian Tragedy,
actor John Turturro takes audiences
on a haunting, intimate journey to his
maternal homeland of Sicily. There,
while exploring the island's vanishing
traditions, he is taken under the wing
of one of the puppet theater's few
remaining practitioners, Mimmo
Cuticchio, who instructs him in the
distinctively Sicilian art of puppetry.
It was filmed during preparations for
the Sicilian Day of the Dead. In
Italian and English. (Not rated, but
if rated, would be PG.)
I223...............................DVD, $24.95

LA SCORTA
(1993) 92 min., Tognazzi.
Set in the Mafia stronghold 
of Trapani, Sicily, La Scorta is 
a very sophisticated thriller
which tells the story of four men
assigned to protect an investigat-
ing magistrate. (Limited
Quantities.)
I171........................DVD, $14.95
TL356........Study Guide, $10.95
TL356CD...............Study Guide

on CD, $9.95
TL356DL.......Download (PDF),

$7.95

MEN OF
THE CLOTH
(2014) 96 min. 
Italians Nino
Corvato, Joe
Centofanti 
and Checchino
Fonticoli are 
master tailors 

who have spent a lifetime
perfecting the skills required to contruct
flawless custom-made suits for their
clients in New York, Philadelphia and
Italy, a fascinating process broken down
step-by-step in Men of the Cloth. Now
in the twilight of their careers, they fear
that their Old World knowledge will
vanish with them. Enter Joe Genuardi, 
a tailoring apprentice who reflects the
resurgence of popular interest in arti-
sanal craftmanship as an alternative to
corporate mass production, providing
hope for the future of their craft. (Not
rated, but if rated would be G.) 
I249.................................DVD, $24.95
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A SPECIAL
DAY
(1977) 
107 min., 
Loren,
Mastroianni.
Italian cinema
dream team
Sophia Loren
and Marcello

Mastroianni are cast against glam-
orous type and deliver two of the
finest performances of their careers
in this moving, quietly subversive
drama from Ettore Scola. Though
it’s set in Rome on the historic day
in 1938 when Benito Mussolini and
the city first rolled out the red carpet
for Adolf Hitler, the film takes place
entirely in a working-class apart-
ment building, where an unexpected
friendship blossoms between a pair
of people who haven’t joined the
festivities: a conservative housewife
and mother tending to her domestic
duties and a liberal radio broadcast-
er awaiting deportation. (Not rated
but if rated would be PG.) 
I245...................2-DVD Set, $29.95

TERRAFERMA
(2011) 94 min.,
Crialese, R. 

Set on and around a summer 
tourist island off the coast of Sicily,
Terraferma tells the story of two strug-
gling, yet disparate families, whose
members become fatefully intertwined.
A well-intentioned, but illegal rescue 
of immigrant "boat people" forces the
individuals of the indigenous family 
to choose between their economic 
survival and doing the morally right
thing. (Very brief nudity & some
adult language.) 
I229..................................DVD, $29.95

THE TREE
OF THE
WOODEN
CLOGS
(1978) 
185 min., Olmi. 
Passionate, epic
celebration of an
Italian family's
indomitable 

spirit. Grand Prize winner, Cannes
Film Festival. Tells of peasant life 
in Northern Italy, at the turn of the
century and the lives of three families
living on a feudal estate.
I143...............................DVD, $29.95
TL289...............Study Guide, $10.95
TL289CD.........Study Guide on CD, 

$9.95
TL289DL..............Download (PDF), 

$7.95

Film for the Italian class, spoken in ENGLISH

THE ITALIAN 
AMERICANS
(2013) 240 min., Tucci.
Through extensive archival
materials and interviews
with scholars and notable

Italian Americans such as Tony Bennett, Nancy
Pelosi, Gay Talese and John Turturro, The Italian
Americans tells the story of those who played
vital roles in helping to shape a unique Italian
American identity and to transform American life
and culture. 
I238.........................................2-DVD Set, $29.95
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
(LIVE ACTION)
PPI503..................................DVD, $39.95
FINDING DORY
PPI102..................................DVD, $39.95
FROZEN
PPI190..................................DVD, $39.95
INSIDE OUT
PPI891..................................DVD, $39.95
THE LION KING
PPI702..................................DVD, $39.95
MINIONS
PPI999..................................DVD, $39.95
MOANA
PPI802..................................DVD, $39.95
PINOCCHIO
PPI203..................................DVD, $39.95
SHREK
PPI208..................................DVD, $39.95
TOY STORY
PPI210..................................DVD, $39.95

Films for the Italian class - Region 2 (will not play on regular U.S. DVD Player)
Spoken in Italian or English with Italian or English Subtitles


